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Chapter I: Introduction

Introduction

Transportation and land-use arc intcnlcpcndcnt, inter-active

different contexts. First is the case study of Lincoln and Des

systems. Land-use patterns shape local transportation demand,

Moines, two state capitals of roughly similar size hut radically

but transportation systems in turn inOucncc land-use patterns.

different urban form and radically different patterns of transporta-

Thus, in attempting to satisfy transportation demand created by

tion demand. The examination of the differences between these

existing land-use patterns, transportation planners directly, if not

two regions goes to the heart of this study and illustrates the

always consciously or intentionally, influence future land-use

importance of growth management and inter-active transportation

patterns.

and land-use planning in this context.

This study examines that complex interrelationship. It consists
of five parts:
•a case-study comparison of Lincoln, Nebraska, and Des
Moines, Iowa, two midsize state capitals located 200 miles
apart on Interstate 80 (Chapter 2)
•a learning comparison of six hypothetical case studies,
showing different patterns of decisions and different results
(Chapter 3)
• a discussion of the growth management tools that local

The second piece of that is the discussion of basic growth
management tools in Chapter 4 and the legal analysis in Appendix A, which generally supports the use of most of these tools in
the four Midwestern states included in the analysis.
The importance of this work extends well beyond the two
cities in the comparison and even beyond the four states included
in the legal analysis. The fact is that the land-use planning and
implementation programs in most of the U.S. arc far more like
those of communities in Nebraska and Iowa than they arc like the

governments can use to influence the land-use patterns that

well-publicized but unusual programs of a handful of Florida and

define transportation demand (Chapter 4)

California communities-states that have experienced periods of

• a legal analysis of the feasibility of those techniques in the
Midwestern states of Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and Kansas
(Appendix A) and
•a review of tlhc literature on this subject (Appendix B).

extraordinary growth and states that have responded to that
growth with legislative initiatives that change the context of both
planning and implementation. Thus, while California, rlorida,
Oregon, Washington, Maryland and other coastal states have
changed their basic planning laws, the laws in Idaho, Alabama,

This is applied research. The knowledge shared in this report

Indiana, and Arizona remain very similar to those in the four

already exists in other forms. The purpose of this study was three-

states analyzed in this study. Further, the planning and transporta-

fold: first, to compile this body of knowledge; second, to apply

tion issues in communities like Peoria, Illinois, Pueblo, Colorado,

this body of knowledge to the context of midsize cities in the

and Paducah, Kentucky, are likely to be much more similar to

Midwest; and, thi1rd, to make this knowledge accessible both to

those of Des Moines and/or Lincoln than lo those of some of the

transportation planners and to public officials who make key

rapidly-growing coastal communities which arc often the subject

decisions about land use.

of major planning studies.

The compilation of the body of knowledge is mostly contained
in Appendix B, the literature review. It is a relatively comprehensive review that includes both theory and practice, both historic
and contemporary findings.
Applying this knowledge in the Midwest occurs in two

The target audience for this handbook includes elected
officials, planning commissioners, transportation commission
members, and interested citizens, as well as the professionals
who serve them. 11ms, while the appendices provide the technical
references that professionals will want from a report like thiis, the

1

2

Introduction
main body of the handbook is intended lo be equally accessible lo
any interested member of the target audience. The case study
comparison in Chapter 2 uses common-sense techniques of

spring of 1995.
As with most complex planning problems, there are no easy
solutions to the ones faced by cities with overloaded freeway

comparison that should be meaningful even lo those without a

systems. This report docs not offer a comprehensive solution or

strong background in quantitative analysis. The alternative

even a comprehensive plan for a solution to those problems. What

scenarios used as the basis of Chapter 3 arc intended to provide

it offers is the learning from the literature, the learning from two

self-directed learning opportunities for the reader. The advisory

Midwestern case studies, and the analysis of the author, with help

committee members (listed on the credits page) contributed very

from those cited on the credits page. It is intended as a liearning

significantly to the selection and development of the scenarios.

tool. Ultimately, difficult decisions are best made by those who

Funding for this project came from the U.S. Department of

are most familiar with the facts and who have the responsibility

Transportation, through the Midwest Transportation Center, and

both to make the decisiions and to live with them once made. If

from the Iowa Department of Transportation. Key participants in

this report helps to inform that process for the many local

the project were faculty and student in the Department of

officials and state transportation officials who make dedsions

Community and Regional Planning at Iowa State University, with

about our metropolitan areas, then i1t will have served its purpose.

the assistance of an advisory board, listed on the credits page
before this introduction.
This is the final and most complete product of this research
project, but it certainly is not the only one. The Journal of

Planning literature published the literature review from this
study in its November 1994 issue:. Analysis from this study
contributed directly to examples used in a planning Advisory
Service Report prepared by the principal investigator for the
American Planning Association. Titled Planning, Growth and

Public Facilities: a Primer for Public Facilities, nt appeared in
1994 as No. 447 in the PAS report series. Interestingly, that report
was cited by the Lincoln/Lancaster County Planning Department
in a letter to the author as a significant influence in the preparation and adoption of the new Lincoln City/Lancaster County 1994
Comprehensive Plan; that region was, of course, one of the two
included in the case study comparison for this report.
The principal investigator presented much of the analysis and
many of the lessons of this study at an Advanced lPlanning
Commissioners training session sponsored by the Nebraska
Planning and Zoning Association and the Mid-South Planning
and Zoning Institute al the Unive1rsity of Memphis, both in the

Author's note: As of Jutly 1995, Eric Damian Kelly, the principal
investigator and author, be:came Dean of the College of Architecture and
Planning at Ball State University. Although the work on this report
related entirely to his affiliiation with Iowa State University, which should
be credited in any reference to it, future contact with the author should
be directed to Dr. Kelly at the College of Architecture and Planning, Ball
State University, Muncie, IN 47306, phone 317-285-5861,
fax 317-285-3726.

Chapter II: A Tale of Two Cities:
Des Moines, Iowa, and Lincoln, Nebraska
111is chapter compares the urban form and transportation
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can suddenly become more like Lincoln. It is, however, the

patterns of Des Moines, Iowa, and Lincoln, Nebraska. The

purpose of this study lo suggest that slate transportation

cities arc similar im many ways. They arc both stale capitals.

officials (and those who provide their budgets) as well as local

Both are midsizc cities, Des Moines with a 1990 population of

government officials can gain a great deal physically and

193, 187 and Lincoln with a 1990 population of 191,972. Both arc

fiscally by attempting lo emulate more of the Lincoln model

located along Interstate 80, a little less than 200 miles apart.

than the Des Moines one.

There are radical differences, however. Lincoln literally has
no suburbs. It is its own urbanized area and it contains most

Population Patterns

of the population of the one-county Metropolitan Statistical

The population patterns of the two areas indicate the similari-

Area. Des Moines has roughly two dozen suburbs and exurbs,

ties and the differences:

with 17 other incorporated cities in Polk County alone and
several others within easy commuting range in Dallas and
Warren Counties. More important for this study, the local
traffic patterns on the interstate highways through the two
communities are radically different. Commuting traffic on the

Table 2.1 Des Moines Metropolitan
P~1>pulation Trends, 1950-90.
Year

1950

1960

1970

1980

City

177,965

208,982

200,587

191,003

193,187

Metropolitan Area

187,853

233,313

243,361

250,369

272,fXJ7

Metro Counties*

249,671

290,438

312,215

332,683

356,895

interstate system through Des Moines continues to grow,
leading to a current proposal for an expansion of the main
interstate highway through Des Moines (I-235, locally called
the Mac Vicar Freeway) at a cost of hundreds of millions of
dollars. In contrast, traffic counts on I-80 at most points in
Lincoln arc actually lower than the counts on I-80 al either end
of the city. Thus, Lincoln and the Nebraska Department of
Roads are not faced with the same sort of costly and disruptive
highway-building proposals that Des Moines and the Iowa
Department of Transportation must consider.

transportation pallerns evolve together, as the literature review

-

1990

* Polk (includes Des Moines), Warren, and Dallas
Sources: Bureau of tile Census. 1950, Clwracteristic.r of rhe Popularion. Iowa, Tables HJ and 12; 1960,
Chrm1cteristics of the Population, Iowa, Table 13; 1970, Clum1cteri.flic.1 of the Population, Iowa, Table 16;
1980, Clwracteristics of the Population, Iowa, Table 14; 1990, Population and Hou.ring. Summary Tape File
IC,, General Profile.

This study does not and cannot possibly demonstrate
absolute causes and effects. Urban form and the related

.

The "metro counties" figure in this table is not entirely
meaningful. The metropolitan area extends only into eastern

in Appendix B suggests. Transportation networks clearly

Dallas County and northern Polk County, with the rest of those

innuence urban fonn, but changing urban form also innuenccs

counties remaining largely rural. It is interesting lo note,

transportation pallcrns. TI1e significant metropolitan control

however, that eight-nine percent (89%) of the metropolitan

that Lincoln enjoys and that Des Moines lacks is clearly an

population remained in Des Moines as late as 1960 and that

important factor in the difference in growth patterns. It is not

even by 1970 eighty-two percent (82%) of it was in the city.

the purpose of thi1s study to suggest that Lincoln is likely lo

Crucial decisions in the 1960s and 1970s, described below,

face !he problems that Des Moines faces or Iha! Des Moines

clearly accelerated the rush to the suburbs. By 1990, only

4

seventy percent (70%) of the population was in the city, and
the city itself continued to experience out-migration.

metropolitan area like Des Moines. Although less commonlyuscd in public discussions, the figures for urbanized areas here

Lincoln provides a significant contrast. The city is literally

arc important because they provide a basis for computing the

the metropolitan area. Thus, one hundred percent of the

density of the built-up area of the Des Moines metropolitan

population of the metro area continues to live in the city.

area to serve as a basis for comparison to Lincoln, where the

Table :~.2
Lincoln Population Trends

city limits, the metropolitan area and the urbanized area arc
coterminous.
Table 2.4 shows tlhe trends in land area of the urbanized, or

Year

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

City

98,884

128,521

149,518

171,932

191,972

Metropolitan Arca

98,884

128,521

149,518

171,932

191,972

County

119,742

155,272

167,972

192,884

213,641

built-up, areas of the two communities. Again, the figure is
more significant for Des Moines than for Lincoln, where the

Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1950, Characteristics of the Population, Nebraska. Tables 10 and 12; 1960,
C/wracleristics of the Population, Nebraska, Table 13; 1970, Characteristics of the Population, Nebraska,
Table 16; 1980, Characteristics of the Population, Nebraska, Table 14; 1990, Population and Housing,
Summary Tape File IC, General Profile.

urbanized area is defined by the city limits.
In Table 2.5, the population trends and land area trends for
the two urbanized areas arc indexed lo a base of 1950 == I 00,
thus providing an easy comparison of the rate of population
growth in the two urbanized areas and the related expansions
of their respective land areas.
Although Lincoln was alreacily more dense and thus more
compact than Des Moines in 1950 (see Table 2.6 below and
discussion there), the difference became more pronounced in

The impact of these trends on urban form has been
dramatic. Table 2.3 shows the population trends for the

expanded by slightly less than ils population, while the

urbanized areas of the two cities. The urbanized area is

percentage increase iin urbanized area around Des Moines was

slightly different from the metropolitan area for a complex

double the rate of population growth. That doubling ratio for
Des Moines continued in the 1960s. The 1960s saw a major

Table :~.3 Population Trends, Des Moines and
Lincoln Urbanized Areas, 1950-90.
Year
Lincoln

1950
99,509

the 1950s. During that period, Lincoln's urbanized area

1960
136,220

1970
153,443

annexation to Lincoln, reflecting rapid continued growth and
clearly laying the base for future growth; the urbanized area

1980
173,550

1990

actually expanded by 50 percent in that decade. In the 1970s,
the rate of increase of the urbanized area around Des Moines

192,558

slowed, but that was clearly a fu111ction of reduced population

293,666

during that decade was only 4.4 percent, or less than a half

growth (the population growth rate of the urbanized area
Des Moines

199,934

241,115

255,824

267,192

percent a year, refleclting hard economic times in the slate.
Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1950, Charncteristics of the Populatiion, Iowa and Nebraska. Table IO; 1960,
Clwracteri.rtics of the Population. Iowa mul Nebraska. Tahlc 13; 1970, Characteristics of the Population, Iowa
<111d Nebraska, Tahlc 16; 1980, Characteristics of the Population, Iowa a11d Nebraska, Table 14; 1990,
l'opulation and /lousing, Summary Tape File IC, General Profile.

Lincoln added nearly another twenty-five percent to ils land
area in the 1970s, but its growth continued al a more rapid rate
than Des Moines' during that decade.

5

The rate of population growth in the Des Moines area
increased during the 1980s, adding I 0 percent, or more than

Table 2.4 Land Areas, Des Moines and Lincoln
Urbanized Areas, 1950-90.

double the rate of increase in the previous decade. TI1e land
area of the urbamized area, however, increased even more
rapidly, adding thirty percent to the land base.
What does all that mean? It means that the Des Moines area
sprawled, in the most literal sense of the word. Table 2.6 shows

Year

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

Lincoln

26.4

35.0

52.1

64.0

64.4

Des Moines

67.6

95.6

109.I

122.0

159.7

-

that sprawl in different terms-the number of persons per
square mile of urbanized area. Lincoln was a relatively dense

size. As family size has shrunk, fewer people have occupied

Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1950, Characteristics of the Population, Number of /nhabitallls, United
States, Table 17; 1960, Characteristics of the Population,. Number of Inhabitants, United States, Table 22;
1970, Cllllracteri.rtics of the Population, Number of Inhabitants, United States, Table 20; 1980, Characteristics
of the Population, Number of Inhabitants, United States, Table 34; 1990, Population and Housing Unit
Counts, Iowa and Nebraska, Table 23.

each dwelling unit, resulting in lower population densities in
existing areas, even without reductions in the density of new
development. The reduction in family size over that period has

Table 2.5 Trends in population and land airea for Lincoln and Des•
Moines urbanized areas, with 1950=100 for 1each seiries.

city for its size in 1950. The fact that its density has decreased
somewhat is not surprising. That is in part a function of family

been a trend nationally, not just in this community. The Des
Moines area, which has al all times been larger and thus would

l'ear

typically be expected lo be somewhat more dense, started at a
lower density and has steadily decreased in density, as the

Des Moines

increase in urbanized (which includes suburbanized) land area
has far outstripped population growth.

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

Population

100

121

128

134

147

Land Area

100

141

161

Population

100

137

154

Land Area

100

133

197

I

-

180

I

236

Lincoln

~
2

194
244

Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1950, Characteristics of the Population, Number of Inhabitants, United
States, Table 17; 1960, Characteristics of the Popullltion, Number of lnhllbitants, United Stlltes, Table 22;
1970, Characteristics of the Population, Number of lnh11bita11ts, United States, Table 20; 1980, Cllllmcteristics
of the Population, Number of l11h11bita11ts, U11ited States, Table 34; 1990, Population mid Housi11g U11it
Counts, Iowa and Nebraska. Table 23.
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Table ~~.6 Population densities, persons per square mile, Des
Moines and Lincoln Urbanized Areas, 1950-90.

occupy single-family homes in Des Moines; having 3200
families living at even a moderate density of 6 dwelling units
per acre rather than 3 would resullt in a difference of some 530

Year

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

acres of developed land, which is less than one percent of the

Lincoln

37ff)

3892

2945

2712

2<1Xl

significant difference between the two in the mix of residential

Des Moines

2958

2522

2345

2190

1839

land area of the city. Thus, although there is a statistically
structures, it is not e111ough to exJPlain the much more significant density difference.
The difference is not explained by larger families. As Table
Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1950, Characterislics of /he Population, Number of flllwbita11ts, United
States, Table 17; 1960, Characteristics of the Populalion, Number of J'nlwbitants, United S1111e.v, Table 22;
1970, Characteristics of the Pop11/a1ion, Number of lnhabitmrts, United Slates, Table 20; 1980, Clwracleristics
of the Po1111lati1m, Number of Inhabitants, United Slates, Table 34; 1990, Population and Housing Unit
Counts, Iowa and Nebraska, Table 23.

2.8 shows, occupancy patterns throughout the relevant period
arc fairly similar, and it is Des Moines, not Lincoln, that has
slightly larger household sizes, a fact which would tend to
increase the density of population in Des Moines.
Thus, the real difference between the two is not a simple

Examination of additional census data helps to understand

demographic one-it is one that. involves land-use and

al least some of the factors involved in that sprawl. As Table

planning. Lincoln is a more densely settled city. Clearly a land-

2.7 shows, Lincoln has continuously had a smaller percentage

use inventory would be likely to find not only a smaller

of the population living in one-family structures than has Des

proportion of single-family residences in Lincoln (as reflected

Moines. That difference of about 4 percent would amount lo a

in the census) but also smaller lot sizes for those residences

difference of 3200 or more households who are in duplexes or

and fewer vacant lots or parcels im established areas. There is

apartments in Lincoln who might be statistically expected to

no evidence that Lincoln has tried lo force people onto smaller
lots or into denser patterns of living. It is clear that the
planning and growth management emphasis of the city has

Table ~~.7 Number of One-family Structurns as Percentage of Total
Residemtial Units, Des Moines and Lincoln (city limits), 1960-90.
1960

1970

1980

1990

effectively placed a higher relative value on land and on its
efficient use. The result is a development pattern that 1is more
efficient from a public services perspective.
Although the differences in density within the urbanized
areas are significant indeed, the exurban development is

Des Moines

74.9

***

67.6

69.9

equally significant. In Lancaster County (Lincoln), ten percent

Lincoln

68.9

69.2

65.0

65.6

(I 0%) of the population resided outside the City in 1990. In
that same year, twenty-three percent (23%) of the metropolitan
county population of the Des Moines area lived outside the

Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1960. Population and /lousing, Des Moines MSA and Lincoln MSA, Tables
11-1; - , 1970, l'op11/atio11 and llo11si11g, Des Moines MSA and Lincoln MSA, Tahles 11-1 and H-2; - ,
1980, Populc11io11 and lfo11si11g, Des Moines MSA and Lincoln MSA, Tables 11-7; - , 1990, Pop11/atio11 and
llr111"i11g, IDcs Moines MSA and Lincoln MSA. Summary Tape File IC, General Profile

Metropolitan Statistical Arca. That exurban development is the
part of sprawl that consumes the most land and that places the

grcatcsl load on 1hc transportation system in total miles

7
traveled.
In short, the Des Moines metropolitan area is more sprawling than that of Lincoln in two ways. First, the urhanizcd area
itself is less dense. Second, a much higher proportion of
people in the metropolitan area counties of the Des Moines
area living in the exurban parts or those counties that in the
Lincoln area.

lrable 2.8 Persons per household, Des Moines a111d Lincoln
Urbanized Areas, 1950-80.

Des Moines

then-urbanized area; and
• 1-235, locally called the Mac Vicar Freeway, creating a
somewhat-diagonal route across the southern part of
the urbanized area essentially hctween the two
locations where I-80 and I-35 merge and split;
offers a significant explanation of the urban form. By 1990, the
continuing sprawl lo the west had completely filled the western
section of the oval created hy the roads, and population
continued to expand along major transportation routes outside
the oval. 1l1c only large undeveloped areas remaining within

1960

1970

1980

1990

3.08

3.06

2.94

2.54

2.50

Lincoln

Factors influem::ing urban form
As the discussion above illustrates, Lincoln's urban form has
remained relatively compact and contiguous. In contrast, the
urban form or Des Moines is anything but compact and
contiguous. It has sprawled enormously but not regularly.
Rather than radiating out from the center in expanding circles,
as simple economics would suggest (sec the literature review
in Appendix B),, most of the sprawl has gone west (sec Figures
A through E ahovc). 1l1crc appear lo he three hasic factors
that explain that sprawl: the pattern of highways; a long-range
plan for regional sewage treatment, adopted in 1976; and
annexation policies of the City of Des Moines.
Clearly the pallcrn of highways, formed hy the comhination of:
• I-80 from the north and I-35 from the east joining to
go around the 1970s urbanized area on the north and
west, splilling again near the southwest corner of the

1950

2.99

3.05

2.86

2.47

2.44

Sources: Bureau of lhc Census, 1950, Cl111racteristics 11/ the l'11p11/ation, lml'll and Nebraska, Tahlcs I 0 ; -- ,
1960, Clum1cteristics <if the l'opulation, Iowa and Nebraska. Tahlcs 13; - , 1970, Clwmcteristics tif the
1"11p11/ati1111, Iowa and Nebraska. Tables 16; - , 1980, Characteristics of the 1'11p11/<1ti1111. Iowa and Nebraska.
Tahles 14; - , 1990, 1'11p11/atio11 and /1011si1111. Iowa and Nebraska, Slllnmary Tape File IC, General Profile

that oval by 1990 are lands with severe flooding and other
environmental problems. By the date of this report, actual
development has gone well beyond that oval to the west,
northwest and southwest, leading to a major upgrading of U.S.
6 to the West, which is likely to facilitate even more wcstcrnexurban commuting and development.
It is important to note, however, that this strong urban
development pattern was significantly reinforced by the sewer
service boundary established in 1976 for the Metro sewer
system, which serves the city and most of its suburban areas
(sec Figure D). That boundary was established under the
Areawide Wastewater Treatment Management Planning
provisions of Section 208 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972. Although long-forgotten by
many planners and public officials, the boundaries established
under that planning process have continued to shape sewer
service areas and thus to shape the urban form of metropolitan
areas around the country. Clearly the southern expansion
beyond the main transportation arteries is largely explained by
the easy access or sewer facilities. Although the availability of
public services will continue to be a significant factor in
determining urban form, the actual houndaries established
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Figures A-E: Des Moines, Iowa Development 1950-1990

Figure A. - 1950

Figure B. - 1960

Figure C. - 1970
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under Section 208 will become less significant over time, in part
because of the elimination of federal funding for sewage
treatment, a significant enforcement lever to make such
planning work.
The other obvious determinant in the shaping of urban form
relates lo annexation policies. Some of the differences arc
historic, going back decades to the creation of forms of
government in the states. In Nebraska, primary class cities
(which basically means Lincoln) have the aulhority to annex
second-class cities and villages. Thus, Lincoln has had an
enforcement tool available to help prevent the evolution of
suburbs on its fringes. In Iowa, there is no such power. There
arc currently 18 municipalities in Polk County, and most of
those have existed throughout the period of this study
(Johnston, Clive, Pleasant Hill, and Urbandale arc relatively
new). Tirns, part of the dcstiiny of these areas was created by
early settlement patterns and early legislative enactments
regarding local governments.
Some of the important decisions, however, are more recent.
Lincoln has continued lo annex territory as necessary. Des
Moines stopped annexing.

Table 2.9 Land areas, square miles,
Des Mc>ines and Lincoln (cities only), 1950-!90.
Year

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

Lincoln

23.8

25.40

49.30

60.m

63.30

Des Moines

54.9

64.50

63.20

66.10

75.30

Sources: Bureau of the Census, 1950, Characteristics 11/ the Pop11/11tion. N11111ber of lnlwbitants. United
States, Tahlc 17; 1960, Clwrm:teristic.f of the Pop11/ati11n, Number 11/ lnlwbitants, United States, Table 22;
1970, C/wracteri.flics of the Pop11/atio11, Number of lniwbita11ts, United States, Table 20; 1980, Characteristics
of the Population, N11111ber of fllh11bit1111ts, United St11tes, Tahlc 34; 1990, l'op11/11tion 1111</ /1011sin}( Unit
C1111111J, Iowa and Nebmska. Tahlc 21.

In a critical growth period, from ~ 960 to I 980, Des Moines
increased its land area by less than 4 percent. During that time,
the population of the metropolitan area grew by a Iittle more
than I 0 percent. Although that conservative annexation policy
might seem to have made sense in light of the relatively slow
growth rate, annexation can be ·either proactive or reactive. Des
Moines appears to have been reactive, responding only lo
immediate population pressure. During the same period,
Lincoln was proactive, increasing its territory by 80 percent
during a period when its own population increase was only 25
percent.
That dramatic increase in land area through annexation
provided Lincoln witlil the land needed for the increased
growth of the 1980s, when the cilty's population grew by about
12 percent. In contrast, much of the Des Moines regional
population growth took place in the suburbs. The City of Des
Moines actually lost about 9 percent of its population from
1960 to 1980, meaning that the suburbs were growing much
more rapidly than the metropolitan area as a whole. The city
recovered about I percent of that loss during the 1980s. Much
of the lost population and the new growth went to the western
suburbs that aggressively annexed property through this
period.

111
Although more than sixty-seven percent (67%) of the
urbanized area was within the Des Moines city limits in 1960,

Table 2.1 O

Population and land areas, Des Moines and major

suburbs,1960,1990.

.

by 1990 that had shrunk to forty-seven percent (47% ). Almost
all of the expansion was west of the center of the urbanized

1960

area, along the routes of the interstate highways. Grimes and

Population

Land Area
(square miles)

Population

Land Area
(square miles)

Clive

752

NIA

7,462

4.80

Des Moines

208,982

64.50

193,187

75.30

Grimes

582

NIA

2,653

long finger between the two west-bound interstate highways.

Johnston

0

0

4,702

14.20

Of the significantly-evolving suburbs, only Pleasant Hill is east

Pleasant Hill

397

NIA

3,671

4.90

of the central area. The land area in the five dominant western
suburbs (Clive, Grimes, Johnston, Urbandale and West Des
Moines) was 54.6 square miles by 1990, roughly three quarters

UrbandaJe

5,821

4.20

23,500

West Des Moines

11,949

17.30

31,702

Urbanized Area (total)

241,115

95.60

293,666

Johnston are located generally north and west of the center of
Des Moines, with access from I-80 and 35 (the northern loop of
the freeways). Urbandale straddles the northwest part of that
loop, West Des Moines straddles the southwest part of that
loop (and extends south beyond that), and Clive extends in a

the size of Des Moines, or about one-third of the total urbanized area. 'lbose cities continued to expand significantly early
in the 1990s, as Iowa enjoyed good economic growth and

1990

-

-

7.00

10.70
17.90
159.70

Source: Bureau of the Census, 1962, Co1111ty 1111d City Data Book, Table A-2; 1970, Characteristics of the
Pop11/atio11, Table 6; 1990, Pop11/atio11 a11d Ho11si11g U11it Counts, Table 23.

lower interest rates multiplied the impacts of that economic
expansion on land development.
Considered from a different perspective, the suburbs

-

interstate route to the city is remarkably similar lo that of the l-

essentially made up for Des Moines' decision not to annex

80/35 combination to the City of Des Moines, with both

territory for 20 years. That clearly was a major additional factor

skirting the major urbanized area on the north and then

contrihuting to suburban sprawl in the Des Moines metropoli-

gradually turning south to the west of the city, coming to an

tan region.

alignment in line with that of the central axis of the city.

Transportation Implications

(84th Street) amounts to 21,300 average daily trips. At the west

Although there are many similarities between Lincoln and Des

edge, it totals 23,200 average daily trips. Traffic on most

In Lincoln, traffic on 1-80 at the eastern edge of the city

Moines (noted a:t the beginning of this chapter), their transpor-

intervening segments is actually LOWER than either of those

tation patterns are as different as-and directly related to--

figures, indicating that much of the traffic on the road is

their population and development patterns. In Des Moines, the

destination traffic to or from Lincoln, using the interstate

freeways are overloaded with commuters and there is significant pressure for expensive major expansions. In Lincoln,

highway as exactly that-or at least as an intercity highway.
The only segment on which the traffic volumes are higher than

commuters travel to work other ways, although the freeway

at the edges of the city is from Salt Valley Roadway to

runs a Inn~ the edge of the city. The relationship of the

Com husker Highway, where there are 28,300 average daily

12

trips. Corn husker Highway,. or U.S. Highway 6, provides
access from northeast Lincoln to the west central part of the

Traffic now into and out of Des Moines both directions on

city, near the airport (an oldl air base) and is a dominant local

l-35 averages about 21,550 trips per day. Traffic flow into and
out of Des Moines both directions on I-80 averages about

commuter road with average daily traffic counts of more than

28,600 trips per day. These figures give a good idea of the net

35,000 on some segments. Although Salt VaHey Roadway

number of through trips that could be expected without regard

carries much smaller traffic loads (8,000 to I 0,000), that one

to commuting. Obviously this is a macro view of "through

segment of 1-80 provides an important link between those two

trips" rather than an origiri-destillation analysis of them,

local commuter and commercial routcs.

1

because it clearly includes some trips with trip-ends ill Des

In general, however, traffic in Lincoln is relatively well-

Moines. The point, however, is that, without commuting trips,

distributed around the grid, with major arterials on the grid

one would expect the traffic on the interstate highways in Des

carrying up to 20,000 trips per day (or more in some instances)

Moines to be less than or equal to the imputed through traffic.

and many segments carrying I 0,000 or more.

2

The circumstances in Dc:s Moines arc quite different. The
analysis is also more complex, and a table is useful to understand that.

Table 2.11 Traffic loads, selected locations on Interstate highways
around Des Moines, Iowa, 1992.
Imputoo
Through Traffic

As described above, the traffic loads in Lincoln are actually
lower than the imputed through trips, reflecting the fact that
there are more trips with one end in Lincoln and one out of the
metro area than there are commuting trips on most of that road.
In Des Moines, the situation is radically different. Although
some trips clearly do begin and end in the Des Moines
urbanized area, there are so many commuting trips that traffic
loads on the interstate highways through the city are far
greater than the imputed through traffic.
The average loads along the 1-35/1-80 alignment arc in the
range of 40,000 or more, going as high as 46,900 at the border

Interstate location

Averngc
Daily Trips

1-35 at south edge (south limits of West Des Moines)

21,(XX)

between Urbandale and Clive along the western part of the

1-35 at north edge (north limits of Ankeny)

22,100

route and again at the: East limits of Urbandale along the
21,550

1-35 average

northern part of the route. The patterns here arc actually
consistent with those along 1-80 through Lincoln, which has a

1-80 at west edge (west line of Polk County)

28,100

similar alignment in relation to the city. The loads are somewhat

1-80 at east edge (Iowa 945 and Co. Rd S 14)

29,100

less than the imputed or expected through traffic. The big

I-80 ave1rage

28,600

Source: Iowa Departmenl of Transportalion. 1993. "Volume of Traffic on the Primary Road System:
1992." "Eslimatcd through lraffic" compuled by the aulhor by averaging loads on same road at each end of city. 3

difference comes when the Mac Vicar Freeway (1-235), running
through the heart of ti11e metro area, is included. Average daily
trips on that road exceed 80,000 trips per day on more than 3.5
miles of the road and actually exceed 90,000 trips near its
middle (42ml Street, near lhe western edge of Des Moines).
The only segments below 50,000 are at its ends.
'foking the highest traffic lond on 1-235 (90, I 00 trips at 42nd
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Street) and the highest load on 135/80 (46,900 at two locations)

and thus traveling shorter average distances than commuters

produces a total average daily load for both roads of 137 ,000

in Des Moines. There are clearly many busy streets at rush

trips. Comparing that to the imputed or expected through traffic

hour, but none with anything approaching the traffic volume

of about 50,000 trips indicates that sixty-three percent (63%) of

on the Mac Vicar.

the trips on these two roads arc commuting or other local trips.

As the findings of the literature review (Appendix B)

This stands in stark contrast to Lincoln, where a similar

suggest, the journey to work influences people's decisions

calculation actually yields a negative percentage, because the

about housing. That in itself undoubtedly has contributed to

in-town traffic is less than the traffic at either side of the city.

keeping Lincoln relatively compact. Without the ease of

For traffic planners, the circumstances are even worse than
these calculations suggest. Although through trips arc likely

commuting on a major freeway that provides rapid access to
the far exurbs, Lincolnitcs prefer to buy property closer in that

to be distributed fairly evenly over the day and early evening

keeps them within the average journey to work or within their

hours, with some actually occurring overnight, commuting

own tolerance, based on the patterns reflected in that figure.

trips arc almost all peak-hour trips. Handling 137 ,000 average
daily trips when half or more of them are peak-hour trips
requires far more: lane-miles than handling the same number of

'lb look al it differently, the existence of the Mac Vicar has made
it atlraclive for residents of the Des Moines region to choose
to live in locations that are a good bit farther west than they

average daily trips with little or no peak difference. Thus, the

would choose if they had to use the street system to commute.

traffic patterns in Des Moines do not indicate simply that the
metro area requires 2.7 times as many lane miles to handle 2.7

Thal explanation does not, of course, produce a solution to the
transportation planning problems in Des Moines; suddenly

times as much traffic as Lincoln; rather, the city may need 4

ripping up the Mac Vicar and thrusting central Iowans onto the

or 5 times as many lane miles of freeway as Lincoln to handle

street grid to commute, even with improvements to that grid,

2.7 times as much average daily traffic, because so much of

would be exceedingly disruptive. Land-use patterns have been

that traffic is on the road at peak hours.

established based on the availability of that roadway. Had it

There is one other indicator that relates to all this and that is

not existed, however, different expectations would have led to

the "journey to work." According to the census, the average

different buying decisions, leading in turn to different land-

journey to work 1in the Des Moines metro area is 17.9 minutes;

dcvclopment patterns.

in the Lincoln metro area, the average is 16.2 minutes. One
might expect a greater difference between the two areas. The

Analysis and Conclusion

Lincoln metro area has only about two-thirds the population of

1lhc conclusion is simple. With 1-35/80and1-235 through the

the Des Moines metro area, and it is much more compact. The

Des Moines area, Iowa Department of Transportation officials

reason that commuting in Lincoln takes almost as Jong as it

are providing interstate freeways as a major clement in serving

docs in Des Moines is clearly that people commute on city

local traffic needs. In contrast, with I-80 through Lincoln,

streets and on state highways that arc not limited-access. They

Nebraska Department of Roads officials are primarily providing

stop at stoplights. l11cy wait for people to turn. They spread

access to intercity transportation. Which is better public

their trips over the grid and thus keep the system in relative

policy, or whether they are equally valid hut suited to different

equilibrium. 111cy arc undoubtedly traveling at slower speeds

contexts, is an issue to he addressed hy public officials and the
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citizens who elected them, not by scholars. Thus, this finding

Moines and to invent a city witlh an urban form like tlhat of

implies no value judgment. It is simply a finding, with its

Lincoln. It might not be desirable to do so even ifit were

implications to be considered by others.

possible. On the oth1er hand, one can learn from history. If there

Clearly the sewer service boundaries established for the
metropolitan sewer service area in Des Moines played a key

is one clear piece of learning from this history lesson, it is that
improving traffic flow from Des Moines to its western suburbs

role in determining its current urban form. The fact that the City

will not solve the traffic problem over the long-run. It will

of Des Moines chose not lo annex territory while its suburbs

simply contribute to additional westward expansion and

annexed aggressively is another important factor in the shape

additional demand for additional traffic improvements. The

of the Des Moines metropolitan area. Lincoln has benefited not

migration of some jobs westward may mitigate traffic load on

only from effective planning but also from a stale law that makes

the Mac Vicar somewhat, but as the discussion in the literature

the evolution of suburbs near Lincoln extremely unlikely.

review indicates, people working there are likely to live all over

Perhaps most important, however is the central finding of
this chapter-the reason that the Iowa Department of Trans-

the metropolitan area.
One possible approach in the Des Moines area would be to

portation now faces the need to widen the Mac Vicar Freeway

develop a comprehensive set of state and local policies to

at great expense is because earlier officials at IDOT decided lo

encourage relatively complete development of vacant land

build the Mac Vicar Freeway. That decision was a major

within and near the existing highway loop before there is

contributor to the current urban form of the Des Moines

significant further westward expansion. 11rnt would require

metropolitan area, and that urban form in turn has created the

effective growth management programs of local governments,

demand for expansion of the Mac Vicar. The urban form and

but it would also suggest the rethinking of some IDOT

transportation pattern of Lincoln, Nebraska, a neighboring

policies, such as the further westward widening of U.S. 6 into

stale capital, shows that there were, and to some extent still

Dallas County.

arc, valid policy alternativc:s.

None of that is to suggest that the freeway is the problem.
The automobile and, more specifically, the desire of U.S.

What lessons can be learned from this?

residents to drive it everywhere is the real problem. Tbny

For Lincoln, "Keep up the good work!!" The 1994 Lincoln

Downs has discussed that phenomenon in much of his writing,

City-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan suggests that

most notably Stuck in Traffic (see literature review in Appendix

public officials plan to do so. It is interesting to note that a

Band citation there). IDOT simply tries lo satisfy that con-

senior planner there informed the author of ahis report that a

sumer demand. Thus, the moral lesson regarding traffic and

related report by the author (Pla1111i11g, Growth and Public

urban sprawl is really one for the motoring public.

Facilities; see bibliography to literature review) influenced

There is also a prnctical lesson there for IDOT and planners

public officials in Lincoln and Lancaster County in adopting

in the metropolitan area. The lesson for them and transporta-

the new plan.

tion planners in other communities is fairly clear. If you want

For Des Moines and officials of the Iowa Department of

your city or region to look like the Des Moines metropolitan

Transportation, the lessons arc more complex and a good bit

area, with heavy commuting loads on the interstate highways,

less clear. It is not possible to turn b;ick the clock in Des

relatively low densities and sprawling suburbs, freeze the
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boundaries of the central city, establish utility service boundaries that go far beyond it, and build major freeways to the
growing suburbs. If you want to look like the Lincoln metropolitan area, annc:x to the central city the land necessary for
development, attempt to limit utility services to that area, and
develop an integrated grid of public streets to serve local
commuting needs; most important, do not ask (or encourage)
state officials to improve the interstate highway system ·
through town to provide improved commuting.
1

All traffic data from City of Lincoln Transportation Department 1995,

1994 24-hour traffic volumes (stapled).
2

3

Ibid.

This is a gross over-simplification in origin-destination tenns, but in
straight statistical traffic analysis, it is perfectly valid. At worst, it overestimates through traffic. Typical traffic loads on 1-80 further west are in
the 14,000 to 17 ,000 range, and to the east arc fairly consistently in the
21,000 to 22,000 range all the way to the Illinois line. Loads on I-35
further north decrease with distance from Des Moines, dropping below
17,000 past Ames: and U.S. 30 and below 12,000 past U.S. 20. Loads on I35 further south decrease even more rapidly, falling below 12,000 at
Indianola and below 9,000 by the Missouri line. Thus, estimating through
trips of 50,000 per day is high and clearly includes a number of Des
Moines-destination and origin trips in all directions (a fact that is more
clearly illustrated with the Lincoln figures). In short, this methodology at
worst over-states through trips and understates the commuting problem in
Des Moines.
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Illustration of Growth Impacts
his chapter illustrates how planning, growth
management and transportation decisions interact
to influence urban form. Six separate scenarios show
different combinations of public decisions and the
secondary (and, in some cases, tertiary) impacts of
those decisions.
The scenarios use a small metropolitan area centered
around Rail City, which appears in the middle of the
maps. Rail Ci1ty is the dominant employment center.
Courttown, to the east of Rail City, and Old Town, to
the northwest, are older communities, but Rail City has
dominated the region's economy since the railroad
closed its station in Old Town in the 1920s. The only
other significant settlement in the area is Farmtown,
located in the southwest portion of the map. A major
U.S. highway (four-lane, not divided through this area)
serves the are:a from east to west. A state highway
intersects with it at Rail City, reinforcing its status as a
regional transportation hub. The other roads on the map
are county highways. A river flows through the area
from northwe:st to southeast. There is a major wetlands
area along the river to the southeast of Rail City. The
land to the south ofRail City and also northwest of the
river is the best agricultural land in the region.

T

all City

L~

U~. HWY

...._ ~------'

Farmtown

1960 (base) Scenario

(

Courttown
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Scenario I: Too Many Decision-Makers

T

his scenario shows the impacts of construction on an
interstate highway, general.ly following the route of the
north-south slate highway. There are interchanges built to the
north and southwest ofRail City. Construction on the highway was
completed in the early 1960s. The land to the south of Rail City and
northwest of the river is the best agricultural land in the region.
By 1970, growth in Rail City had focused around the two
interchanges, thus stretching the city into an elongated, irregular
pattern. Not all of the new development around the interchanges
represented growth. Some of it simply represented a shifting of
commercial activities, particularly those oriented toward the
highway, lo the locations of the two interchanges. The sewer and
water service necessary to serve those new commercial nodes in
.turn attracted other development 1lo those areas. There was little
change in any of the other three communities during this period.
In 1974, Rail City built a new sewage treatment plan southeast
of the city, lo ensure that continui111g growth would! all be at higher
elevations than the plant, thus permitting the full use of gravity
flow for the system. Sewage reaches the plant through a major

1960 (base) Scenario

interceptor sewer following the river slightly to its south. As the
1980 map shows, gronth patterns began to follow the new
interceptor sewer line to the southeast of the city, while: there was
continued growth around the two highway interchanges. In 1976,
the school district decilded to build a new high school. It was able
to "save taxpayers money" by paying only $500,000 for a new
school site east of the northern extension of Rail City; alternative
sites closer to town would have cost more than $1,500,.000. Rail
City then extended sewer and water service, as well as an arterial
road, to the site at a cost of a little more than $2,000,000.
In 1978, the state d(~partment of transportation announced plans
to upgrade the East-Wiest U.S. highway from Courttown to Rail
City. Construction was scheduled to begin in 1981. In anticipation
of that link there was a-small amount of westward expansion of
Courttown. In 1979, a major new factory located west iof the
northern part of Rail City. Rail City also extended sewer and waler
service to that site; the company built its own access road.
By 1990, development in Rail City had expanded to the
southeast all the way to the new sewer plant and to the north to
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surround the new factory; much of the new development in that
area was light industrial. Courttown began to grow significantly to
the west because of the good access to the new Rail City employment centers via the interstate link. The remaining open land
between Rail City and Courttown along the existing U.S. highway
filled with commercial development, including a factory outlet
mall and a mega-store operated by one of the giant discount
chains. The northern part of Rail City continued to expand to the
east toward the school, although the school remained outside of
the city with all urban students being bused to the remote location.
Les.vom; Learmid:
•Intersections on interstate were primary locations for new
growth ear(v in this scenario. Intersections should be placed in
logical locations for growth and local plans should then address
growth implications of those locations.
• Upgrading arterial highway encouraged additional
development along it. Bypass or upgrade with limited access are
possible a/ternatil'es. The major point is lo consider the land-use

implications of upgrading the road.
•School board kept school taxes down but actual~v cost taxpayers
more money by choosing site that was "cheap" because it had
no services. School planning should be coordinated with
community planning
•Sewer plant was located to ensure gravity flow. Growth then
followed interceptor sewer line, probably down floodplain.
Planning for sewers should also include consideration of
possible secondary impacts. Growth in this area may ultimate~y
require additional road improvements.
•Extending services to new factory provided additional new
growth corridor. This is a lesson in tertiary impacts. The
proposed location for the factory led lo a seniice expansion that
influenced other growth patterns. Those patterns may or may
not have been acceptable from a community or transportation
perspective but those issues should he considered in planning.

Sewage
Treatment
Plant

1980 Scenario

1990 Scenario
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Scenario 2: Growth and the Airport

T

his scenario includes the same interstate highway as the
previous one. It also illust1rates the impacts of a different
form of public works investment. In this scenario, Rail City
decided to build a new airport southeast of town in 1968. By 1970
the new airport was open and op~rating, but with access only by
local roads. A new access road from the interstate highway was on
the five-year plan. The city extended major sewer and water lines
to the airport at the time that it was built. New development in the
1960s focused around the interchanges on the new interstate
highway system. The land to the south of Rail City and northwest
of the river is the best agricultural land in the region.
The new road to the airport was completed in l 972. As in the
previous scenario, the city also completed a new sewage treatment
. plant southeast of the main part of the city and relatively near the
new airport. This combination of factors thus provided the area
around the airport with excellent sewer, water and access-the
prime requisites for new development. Not surprisingly, the
southeastern part of Rail City thrns boomed during the 1970s,

creating land-use conflicts between the airport and its new
neighbors, many of whom apparently did not notice the airport until
they moved in and tri1(!d to sleep or hold parties on their decks.
By 1990, development completely surrounded the airport
(which had been built in a relatively remote location in 1968).
Thus precluding opportunities for expansion and incn:asing both
the number of noise complaints and the statistical risks of a
disaster resulting from an accident.
Note in this scenario that the growth-influencing impacts of the
public infrastructure investments around Rail City are so great that
there has been little change in Courttown, Old Town or Fam1 Town.
Lessons Learned
•Airports need infrastructure. That infrastructure may attract
growth that is incompatible with the airport. "Righf.-sizing"
sewer and water lines or using a well and package treatment
plant to serve the airport and Us immediate needs (a hotel or
two and some auxiliary service~~ limits the risk ofthis type of

..,,.
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1970 Scenario
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scenario. Access roads to a new ai1port in a remote location
should general~v have limited access. Public ownership of
accessible sites along them should be seriously considered.

19!10 Scr-narlo

1990 Scenario
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Scenario 3: The Beltway

T

his scenario demonstrates a far different growth pattern for
the new beltway. Because the rest of the beltway remained unbuilt,
development stayed focused north and east of Rail City.
the region. As part of a long-range plan to create a beltway
around Rail City, the state dcpar1lment of transportation proposed a
divided loop road off the interstate system, going around Rail City Lessons Learned:
to the east and providing improved access to Courttown. By 1970, •Beltways influence growth. One of the great ironies ofbeltways
is that they may facilitate development that then creates a
growth remained focused as it had in the other two scenarios,
demand for other transportation routes. That may occur
around the two interchanges on the interstate highway system. The
because the new development exceeds the capacity ofthe
land to the south of Rail City and northwest of the river is the best
beltway In other cases, like this one, the beltway may make an
agricultural land in the region.
area appear convenient for development, but subsequent orginBy 1980, the transportation department had completed the
destination studies may indicate that most trips.from that
northern portion of the beltway, thus opening Courttown in
development want a more di recd, or radial, route back to the
particular to better access. Development in Courttown moved
center ofregional activity.
westward, toward Rail City, and somewhat southward to the end of
. the new beltway.
By 1990, development pressures in the southern part of
Courttown had become so great llhat the state found it necessary to
add a diagonal roadway from the: southern part of Courttown back
to a point near central Rail City, thus relieving congestion along

1960 (base) Scenario

1970 Scenario
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11.ll!O ScrnMlo

1990 Scenario
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Scenario 4: Growth Boundary

B

y 1970, growlh in Rail City had focused around the two
interchanges, thus stretching the city into an elongated,
irregular pattern. Not all of the nc:w development around the
interchanges represented growth. Some of it simply represented a
shifting of commercial activities, particularly those oriented
toward the highway, to the locations of the two interchanges. The
sewer and water service necessary to serve those new commercial
nodes in turn attracted other development to those areas. There
was little change in any of the oth1er three communities during this
period (same as Scenario I).
In 1972, citizens of Rail City became concerned about urban
sprawl and passed a citizen initiative that established an urban
growth boundary, roughly along the current south boundary of the
. city, following the west boundary of the city past the south
interchange and then following the north-south interstate to the
north edge of the city; from there,, it followed a squared-off
version of the city's boundary on the north and east.
After 1972, there was limited additional development in Rail

1960 (base) Scenario

City, most of it industrial and most of it along the interestate
highway. Land costs within the urban growth boundary increased
dramatically, making residential development of that land impracticable. Residential development outside the urban gro\\1h boundary
was essentially impossible because of the lack of services.
Courttown and Old Town, thus enjoyed major resid1ential
booms and expanded significantly, generally toward Rail City. By
1980, Courttown had grown to the eastern boundary of Rail City
and Old Town had expanded significantly toward Rail City. The
state department of transportation had improved the highway
between Rail City and Courttown to four-lane divided roadway.
Because of the high cost of acquiring right-of-way in the developing area, it was not possible to make the improved roadway a
limited-access one .
In 1982, Old Town's sewage treatment plant reached capacity.
City officials decided that expansions would be too expensive and
consented to a moratorium imposed by the state environmental
department. There was thus no further growth in Old Town after

1970 Scenario
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1982. From that time, Farmtown began to expand, growing
generally north along the county road. The Department ofTransp<>rtation extended the four-lane divided section of the U.S.
highway to the intersection with the county road from Farmtown.
In 1988, the county highway department widened the road to four
lanes, from Farmtown to the U.S. highway.
By 1990, Farmtown had grown nearly as large as Old Town.
There had been some additional expansion in Courttown, also.
Development continued to fill in the urban growth boundary
around Rail Cilly, but most new development was in the other
communities.

infrastructure are in Rail City and that is probably the best
location for growth. Because the jobs remain in Rail City even
afler adoption ofthe urban growth bo11nda1y, there is a significant increase in commuting and a resulting increase in demand
for road construction as a result of this short-sighted, rather
selfish policy o/Rai I City.

Lessons Learned:
•An urban growth boundary may amount to an urban growth
bumper. effectively diverting growth from the community with
the boundary to other communities. Ifthose other communites
are logical locations for growth, that may be a very positive
result. In this case, as in many others, the jobs and the major

1l!RO Scenl!rlo

1990 Scenario
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Scenario 5: Magnets for Development in the Floodplain

A

s part of a long-range plan to create a beltway around Rail
City, the slate transportation department proposed a
divided loop road off the interstate system, going around Rail City
to the east and providing improved access to Courttown. By 1970,
growth remained focused as it had in the previous scenario,
around the two interchanges on the interstate highway system.
By 1980, the transportation <fopartmenl had completed the
northern portion of the beltway, thus opening Courttown in
particular to better access. Development in Courttown moved
westward, toward Rail City, and somewhat southward to the end of
the new beltway (same as Scenmio 3 to this point). In 1980, Rail
City adopted an Adequate Public: Facilities policy, requiring that
all new development have a specified level of service for sewer,
. water, stormwater, fire, parts and schools. There is good sewer,
water and stormwater service throughout the city and within a
short distance of the city limits except to the south, where the city
limt boundary represents the lowest elevation that can be served
by the current sewage treatment plant.

1960 (base) Scenario

In 1982, Rail City built a new fire station in the southeast
courner oflhe city. By 1983, theire were petitions for annexation
for all of the land north of the south boundaryof the city on the
west side of the river and for some of the land north of that
boundary on the east :side of the river. Those petitions were
approved and the area began to develop. In 1988, RaH City was hit
with a devastating flood. More than a hundred homes along the
river in the newly-annexed areas of the city are wiped out by the
flooding. They were located outside the designated l 00-year
floodplain. Some skeptics questioned the floodplain mapping,
since farmers in the airea remember that land being under waler as
recently as 1965, only 20 years earlier.
By 1990, the flooded area had been rebuilt and the entire
southeast corner of the city had been squared off. The area
between the west city limits and alle interstate highway hadalso
filled in. The eastern boundary north of the U.S. highways had
also been squared off. There was limited additional dc:velopment
in Courttown, generallly following the route of the beltway, and

1970 Scenario
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none in Old Town or Fanntown. The beltway has not been
completed to the~ south.
Letosons Learne·d:
•The availability ofservices is so important to development that it
tend'ii to overwhelm all other planning and regulatory tools. Jn
this case, it was possible to meet the "adequate public facilities"
standard'ii in areas that happened to be close to the river, so
developers built close to the river. The best way to avoid this
scenario is to 1woid providing public sen,ices too close to areas
that should nol be developed. The city should probably have
placed the new fire station elsewhere and, again, it should have
con$idered "right-sizing" sewer and water lines in the northwest
and southeast quadrants to serve a limited amount ofdevelopment out ofthe floodplain.

1980 Scen!lrlo

1!l90 Scenario
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Scenario 6: Planning Works

A

s part of a long-range plan to create a beltway around Rail
City, the state transportation department proposed a
divided loop road off the interstate~ system, going around Rail City
to the east and providing improved access to Courttown. In 1968,
in response to the proposal, Rail City adopted a long-range capital
improvements program to provide: sewer, water, sotrmwater and
other critical public services in the area generally north and east of
the city. The program identified floodways and included a policy
against providing services in or near the floodways. The city
began a process of annexing that territory and had annexed all of it
by 1970. It also adopted an adequate public facilities policy.
By 1970, growth in Rail City remained focused primarily
around the two highway interchanges. However, it was beginning
to expand to the north and east. A new fire station serving the
northeast quadrant was completed! in 1973. In 1975, the school
district completed new elementary and middle schools in the same
area. By 1976, the northern portion of the beltway was complete ..
By 1980, Rail City had filled all I of the land between its west

1960 (bai;e) Scenario

boundary and the interstate highway. Its eastern boundary was
large, squared off and llhe city occupied about two thirds of the
land within the northe1r loop of the beltway. Courttown had also
expanded somewhat into that area.
In 1988, a devastating flood went through Rail City. Although
it caused some damage: in older parts of the city, it flowed freely
through farmland northwest and southeast of the city and damaged
nothing built afier 1965.
By 1990, Rail City had occupied most of the land inside the
beltway and had expanded somewhat north of the beltway.
Courttown's western l:xmndary was now square and filkd the rest
of the land inside the bdtway. The southern boundaries of the
cities remained uncharngcd, as did the western boundary of Rail
City. In late 1990, officials of Rail City, Courttown, the county and
the Department of Transportation met to begin a long-range
capital improvements program tied to the construction of the
southern segment of the beltway. Because it has not had to spend
additional highway money in the area since the construction of the

1970 Scenario
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. northern portion of the beltway, the Department ofTransportation
will make this new road a high priority.

Lessons Learn1r!d:
•Planning works. In this case, Rail City:'° planning complemented
the existing transportation network. New infrastructure provided
by the city was designed to serve the areas also served easily by
the interstate.
•Good public planning kept major infrastructure investments out
ofthe floodplain.
•The ci(v and the school district cooperated in making
coordinated public investments in planned growth areas.
•The ci(v m 1oided artificial controls like urban growth boundaries
and focused on the coordinated planning ofpublicfacilities and
/and-uses.
•The compact and contiguous pattern ofdevelopment limited the
need for new highway investment, because new development
occurred near existing public and private services.

1980 Scenario

1990 Scenario
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Conclusion
he next chapter describes a variety of techniques
that the communities involved in these scenarios
might have used to manage the direction and timing of
growth.
Although most ofthe techniques are useful to a wellplanned comi:nunity, probably the most important lesson
of this chapter is that the construction of public facilities
has more influence on growth patterns than almost
anything else. Ifthe construction ofhighways, sewer
lines, water lines and schools are carefully planned and
coordinated, the result vvill be a reasonably compact
and contif,>uous pattern of development that is efficient
to serve with transportation and other public facilities. It
is also a pattern of development that minimizes commuting, a tendency which not only reduces transportation
costs but which generally improves the quality oflife.
The compact and contiguous form of development also
generally encourages new residential development near
existing shopping, recreation and other private services
in the community, further creating a sense of community
and enhancing the quality oflife. Again, all of that also
tends to reduce the need to drive, which reduces the
demand on transportation facilities, which reduces
public expenditures on transportation.
Thus, ofall the techniques discussed in the next
chapter, careful planning of the construction of public
facilities and implementation ofan adequate public
facilities program are the most effective tools in

T

influencing urban form. For reasons illustrated i111 this
chapter and descrilbed in more detail in the nex1t and in
the literature review, urban growth boundaries may
actually be counter-productive from a regional perspective. The other techniques discussed are useful and
some, such as zoning, subdivision regulations, and
some forms of exactions, are essential to the implementation of effective community planning. By themselves or even in combination, however, they do not
address the fundamental issues of urban form and
transportation efficiency nearly as effectively as the
careful planning ofnew public facilities.

Chapter IV: Techniques for Managing Growth

T

he theme of this handbook is that communities and

governments can use that innuence to create predictabil-

state transportation departments both benefit from

ity in growth patterns. That predictability, in turn, greatly

coordinated planning and implementation efforts. This

improves the effectiveness of planning for such local

chapter presents techniques that local governments and

improvements as schools, major streets and sewers, as

others can use to implement coordinated planning efforts.

well as for state highways.

The techniques outlined in this chapter address two

This chapter presents techniques that local govern-

separate but related issues. One is the coordination of

ments can use to manage growth. It presents the most

growth with existing infrastructure. A Maryland study

commonly-used techniques first, to establish a frame-

suggested that the state might save three billion dollars

work, and goes on to a number of other techniques that

over the next couple of decades simply by ensuring that

may be useful in particular circumstances.

new development took place near existing highways,
sewers and other major infrastructure investments. At a

Zoning Regulations

different level, it is easy to understand that if a new

Program Description

industry locates in town along an existing highway on a

Zoning is a technique of land-use control that is in

site with existing utilities, it will produce more net benefit

common use by l_ocal governments throughout the United

to the town than if the town government must build a

States. It is based on the simple premise of dividing the

new road for it or extend sewer and water lines to it.

community into districts (or zones) and then establishing

Several of the techniques presented in this chapter

different regulations within each district. Zoning regula-

encourage development near existing roads and other

tions typically address three principal sets of issues:

infrastructure.
The other issue addressed by techniques in this

•the use of land, falling generally in the major catego-

chapter is the need for greater predictability for highway

ries of residential, commercial, industrial, and agricul-

planners. Highway planning is based on projected traffic,

tural. In larger cities, those categories may be broken

which in tum depends on projected development. If

down into a number of sub-categories, usually based

highway planners know how much development will take

on intensity or impact of the use.

place where and when, they can plan effectively to serve
that development with highways. Some of the techniques

• the intensity of the use of land, ranging from the

discussed in this chapter give a local government far

number of dwelling units per acre (sometimes estab-

more innuence over the quantity and direction of growth

lished indirectly through minimum lot sizes) to the

than most local governments have had in the past. Local

nature of the commercial or industrial activity.
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states, good practice still suggests a reasonable degree of
• the bulk of that use, a set of regulations that ad-

consistency. Thus, to some extent the zoning is controlled

dresses building heights, setbacks from lot lines (also

by the separate planning process.

called "yard" requirements, as in frontyard or
sideyard), and other dimensional requirements designed

Effects on Growth

to ensure some reasonable harmony among the mass

Zoning is not a very effective tool for managing growth,

of buildings in a district.

for several reasons. First, zo111ing in most communities
offers no real predictability. Because all land must

Regulations on use, bulk and intensity are uniform

receive some zoning designation and most city

01r

town

within a district, thus creating a form of han11ony and

zoning designations imply some form of development, an

compatibility within the district.

examination of a zoning map in a typical community
would suggest that development will take place on vacant

Program Control

ground on all sides of town. Obviously, that will not occur

The local governing body--city council, board of county

evenly or simultaneously. Thus, to rely on the zoning map as a

supervisors or commissioners, or other local term-

method for predicti111g when and where growth willl take

establishes zoning, with the advice of an appointed

place is risky at best.

commission that is usually called the planning and zoning

Zoning undeveloped property is often little more than a

comm1ss1on.
Zoning should be "in
------------------~

A

R

R

Further, zoning does not deal very well with change.

Zoning
divides a
community
Into mulitple
districts,
each with its
own set of
regulations.

guessing game. The people who developed the zoning

accordance with a com-

technique some eighty years ago were primarily con-

prehensive plan," a

cemed with protecting established neighborhoods from

document often created by

unwan~ed

the planning and zoning

that. Deciding how to zone an existing neighborhood of

commission. Although

single-family homes on half-acre lots is not difficult.

midwestern states do not

However, deciding how to zone some adjacent, vacant

enforce the legal mandate

property that also fronts on the highway is considerably

for consistency between

more difficult. Perhaps more single-family zoning would

the planning and the zoning

be appropriate, with the houses nearest the highway

ordinance as rigorously as

backing up to it. Perhaps apairtments make more sense,

do courts in some other

with only parking lots along the highway. Perhaps a small

and incompatible change. It works well for
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community shopping center would work well at that

out of that area each day, which is the basis of most

location. Any of those choices could be acceptable, but

transportation planning.

the community must pick one. There is a good chance
that, whatever it picks, the landowner will ultimately

Subdivision Regulations

propose something else. That may occur 20 or 30 years

Program Description

after the zoning has first attached to the property. By

The regulation of subdivisions is nearly as common as

then the highway may have been widened to four lanes,

zoning regulation in communities today. Some counties

or it may have lbeen largely abandoned in favor of a by-

that have not adopted zoning nevertheless regulate

pass. Thus, the factors that influenced the original zoning

subdivisions.

·may change before the property develops. For those and

Subdivision regulations are public techniques used to

other reasons, it is often both necessary and appropriate

control the division of a tract of land into individual

for a local government to grant a zoning change, or

building lots. Although subdivision regulations sometimes

rezoning, to a proposed development. The fact that the

affect other types of land transactions, the focus of the.

zoning of undeveloped land may change, however, makes

regulations is on the developer who turns raw land into

the zoning map an almost useless tool for predicting the

sites for homes, apartments or businesses. Typical

type, timing and intensity of future growth at a particular

subdivision regulations accomplish three separate goals

site and, thus, an almost useless tool for planning major

for the local government:

infrastructure.
Zoning, however, does have one important use in

• Coordination of public facility plans. Almost
anyone can think of a

infrastructure planning. If the zoning of an area is

street "intersection"

reasonably-clearly established, zoning does provide

someplace that really

predictability for the amount of development. Thus, if a

has a little jog in it,

100-acre site has been rezoned to allow residential

meaning that it is

development at 4 units to the acre and 75 single-family

necessary to make a left

units have already been built there, it would be quite

tum and then a quick

reasonable for transportation planners to predict that

right (or a right tum and

there will be 400 single-family homes located in that area

then a quick left) in

within a reasonable planning horizon. That is exactly the

order to keep going

kind of information that transportation planners need to

straight on the same

predict the number of vehicular trips likely to come in and

street. Modern subdivi-

Subdivision
regulations
address the
lay-out of lots
and blocks
and the
design of
streets and
other public
improvements.
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sion regulations require coordination of the plans for

that have not been through the subdivision process

public facilities in a new development to ensure that

may appear to be very clear when described in a

continuous streets connect in straight intersections,

deed, but locating them on the face of the earth is

without dog legs, and that sewer, water, storm sewer

often problematic. The rigorous engineering and

and other public facilities for the new development

surveying requirements in the subdivision review

connect to the public systems in appropriate ways and

process resolves any questions about boundary

appropriate locations.

locations.

• Provision of on-sih! public facilities. Almost all

It is important to realize that some developments are

local governments use subdivision regulations to

exempt from subdivision regulation. By law, very small

require that a developer of a new project provide all of

subdivisions (creating only I or 2 new lots) are e:~empt

the internal streets, paving, curb and gutter, sewer

from such regulations in most states. Of more signifi-

lines, water lines, and other public improvements

cance is the fact that a large development that does not

necessary to serve homes and businesses within the

involve dividing the property is exempt from subdivision

development. This portion of the regulations usually

regulation in many communities. Thus, in a community

stops at the boundary of the development. Some local

where the division of a four-acre tract into four lots for

governments also require that developers install some

individual houses is subject to subdivision regulation, the

improvements outside ilhe subdivision, a topic that is

construction of an industrial plan, a 50-unit apartment

discussed next, under '"Exactions."

house or a strip mall on an existing parcel of Jandl may
effectively be exempt from such regulations.

• Accurate mapping. A key step in the subdivision
process is the approval! and filing of the subdivision

Program Contr<>I

plat. That plat relates I.he location of each lot in the

In most states, regulation of subdivisions is under the

subdivision to an engineered and accepted system of

control of the planning and zoning commission, often

property location withiin the community. TI1at avoids

simply called the planning commission. However, that is

most boundary disputes in developed areas and also

not as simple as it may sound. Because most subdivisions

provides local governments with a method for accu-

create new streets and becarnse most of these streets are

rately mapping both private property and public

dedicated (given) to the public, there is a transfer of land

facilities within the community. The boundaries of land

in the subdivision process. Because only the governing
body can accept land transfers for most local govern-
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ments, most subdivision plats also receive review by the

streets and even major collectors. When someone

governing body-the board of county commissioners or

prnposes to develop land containing part of the projected

supervisors, or the city council. Although technically the

route of such a road, the community may use the subdivi-

only issue before that body in most situations is the

sion process to require that the developer align the

question of whether to accept or reject the land dedica-

subdivision's streets with the future needs of the city and

tion, many governing bodies effectively act as the final

that the developer dedicate part or all of the right-of-way

review authority on subdivisions.

necessary to extend the planned road through that
prnperty. This technique has rarely been used for acquir-

Effects on Growth

ing rights-of-way for highways, although the language of

The requirement for the installation of public facilities and

the state laws is broad enough to create the opportunity

the coordination of the provision of those facilities with

to use it in that way. Although it is probably not fair to

the plans of the larger community generally ensures that

require the developer of a small parcel to dedicate a

there is at least some consideration given to the issue of

highway-width right-of-way, it may be reasonable to ask

public facilities at this stage of the review process.

that the developer dedicate part of that right-of-way

However, under most state laws and under the practice

(perhaps the amount that would be required for a collec-

of most local governments, it is entirely possible to build a

tor street along the same route), with the state buying the

large new subdivision at the end of a long gravel road, as

rest. Further, it seems eminently reasonable to require

long as the developer provides paved roads and other

that the developer plan around the proposed highway, just

necessary improvements within the subdivision.

as the developer would plan around a proposed collector

Subdivision of land, however, does make the future

or arterial street along the same alignment. By working

activity on the land more predictable and thus facilitates

together, state transportation planners and local officials

infrastructure planning. Once a fifty-acre property has

thus have the opportunity to use this program of local

been subdivided into half-acre lots and zoned for residen-

regulation as a tool for the protection and acquisition of

tial use, it is unlikely that there will be more than one

right-of-way for the state transportation system.

hundred homes there any time in the foreseeable future.
That improves the knowledge base that highway planners

Exactions and Impact Fees

can use to plan future needs.

Program Description

It is also important to note that in some communities, a

The previous section gave the example of a modern,

"master street plan" or transportation element of a

fully-improved subdivision at the end of an unimproved

master plan mrny identify the future locations of arterial

gravel road. The placement of new subdivisions on
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substandard roads or far from existing parks and schools

locally-funded highway interchanges.

has led some local governments to require that develop-

Although some local governments view exactions and

ers of such projects proviide or contribute to the cost of

impact fees as a magical way of meeting costly commu-

off-site facilities and improvements-items that are

nity needs without imposing taxes, developers typically

usually outside the boundaries of the subdivision but that

oppose exactions and impact fees and often chaUenge

are essential to making that subdivision a part of the

them in court; the court decisions have been mixed,

community. S~ch exactions may include requirements to

although well-designed impact fee systems are now

pave the road in the first example, perhaps all the way

generally upheld. Although several states have adopted

back to town; to extend sewer, storm sewer or water

enabling legislation specifically for impact fees, there are

lines to the development; to provide turning lanes, traffic

a number of court decisions from throughout the country

signals or other street improvements to handle increased

(including the midwest) upholding exactions even in the

traffic loads from the new development, or to provide land

absence of specific enabling legislation. There is some

for future schools and parks.

merit to the argument of developers that exactions

Obviously, requiting a particular developer to pave two

contribute to increased housing costs. Thus, a community

or three miles of gravel road out to a new subdivision

considering the use of this technique should study the

may seem a little harsh, particularly when all of the other

issue carefully. If the choices are between a well-

landowners along that newly-paved section of road can

designed impact fee system and a lack of facilities to

then take advantage of the improvements without

serve new growth, llocal officials may find that the

contributing to their cost. Thus, more and more communi-

development community will actually support the imple-

ties that impose some form of exaction are doing so

mentation of such a system, provided that developers

through "impact fees" that are used to pro-rate the cost

have some participation in its design.

of something like the road paving project among all of
those who use the improvements. Impact fees are

Program Control

typically collected at the time of the issuance of building

Exactions and impact fees are established by local

permits. Thus, under impact fees, a farmer with land

governing bodies under their general regulatory authority.

along the newly-paved road would not be asked to

They are sometimes. included ii11 subdivision regulations

contribute to its cost, but all subdividers whose projects

but more typically today are adopted as separate ordi-

connected into the road probably would be. Impact fees

nances or regulations.

also offer a method to collect money from many developments for large projects like building new schools or

There are three separate control issues involving
exactions, however. One is the question of who creates

the system of exactions. That is always the governing

board, a park board or other public entity, the funds are

body. A second question is who controls the amount or

sometimes turned over to that entity upon collection.

the nature of the exaction. The fairest systems contain
formulas or other clear standards so that there is no

Effects on Growth

question about what is due-the developer submitting an

If a community adopts a uniform, community-wide

application knows that there will be a fee of $500 per

program of exactions, there will be no particular effect

dwelling unit or that it will be necessary to pave the road

on growth.

leading up to the project. However, many systems

However, if a community requires that a developer

involve negotiated exactions. That means that everyone

upgrade substandard facilities leading to a site or extend

involved in the review of a proposed project may have a

facilities like water and sewer lines back to the nearest

hand in imposing conditions on the project that amount to

connection point with the public system, or if the commu-

exactions. Because such systems are not predictable,

nity imposes higher fees on projects for which such off-

developers do not like them. There is also a great risk of

sile improvements will be necessary, the program of

unfairness under such systems, treating different appli-

exactions will encourage new development around

cants differently because there is no consistently-

existing facilities. That optimizes the use of existing

enforced set of rules.

facilities and reduces or delays the need to extend

The third issue is who controls the use of the exac-

highways, sewers and other major facilities into new

tions, particularly in the case of impact fees. If the

areas. When used in this way, exactions or impact fees

developer simplly paves a road or installs an extra traffic

can have a major, beneficial effect on community growth

light, this is not an issue. However, if the developer pays

patterns.

a fee, someone has to decide where the money goes.
The law is quite: clear nationally that impact fees and

Annexation Policies

other cash exacitions must actually be used for the
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purpose for which they were levied. Thus, they are

Annexation is the technique by which municipalities in

usually kept in a separate fund (a kind of account in

most states can expand their boundaries. As the material!

government accounting) for use in paving a particular

in Appendix B indicates, the procedures for annexation

roads or for use in expanding the road system in a

vary enormously even among the four states that are the

particular part of the city. Such funds generally remain

focus of this handbook. However, there are some common

under the control of the local governing body. However,

principles.

where the facility itself is to be controlled by a school

Annexation can always be initiated by the
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landowner(s). In some cases, a municipality can initiate

residents of the city, and, again in Iowa alone, to a state

an "involuntary" annexation. The process always re-

commission. The one body that has little or no control

quires the approval of the governing body of the munici-

over annexation is the county, which loses a good deal of

pality, because the municiipality is essentially taking on

control over the property afteir annexation.

new obligations by taking on new territory.

Effects on GroVirlh

When property has been annexed, it falls under full

Annexation implies development. In some cases that

municipal control. In all states, the municipality can then

development may 111ot take place for many years. How-

begin collecting taxes from that territory. In Iowa only,

ever, as a practical matter, a community should not annex

the new tax burden is offset somewhat by a reduction in

land unless it intends or expects for it to develop and

the local services portion of county property taxes. After

unless it is fully prepared to provide the services neces-

annexation, the property will fall under municipal zoning

sary to support that development. In a growing metropoli-

and subdivision regulation and be subject to municipal

tan area, it is not unusual to see annexation wars,, in

exactions and other forms of regulation described here.

which several submbs compete to annex land before

That is a bigger change in some states than in others. In

their neighbors do. The result is often excessive annex-

some states, certain municipal regulations apply to

ation by one or more of those communities. The impacts

property within a specified distance of the city limits;

can be devastating, particularly to a small community that

thus, some property being annexed may already have

is suddenly faced with trying to provide services to

been under municipal zoning and/or subdivision control.

newly-annexed territory on all sides. Even with exactions
and impact fees, growth never really pays its own way

Program Control
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[
Through
annexation, a
city can
expand its
territory.

over the short-run.

It is critical to understand the subtle ways in which

has a significant amount of

annexation leads to development pressures. A municipal-

control over annexation.

ity cannot in good conscience zone land for agricultural

No annexation can take

use and hope that ii. will not develop. That is entirely

place without its approval.

inconsistent with the purposes of annexation. Over the

However, many types of

long-run, a municipality cannot deny full public services

annexation also require

to land that has been annexed. Sometimes the pressures

other approvals, ranging

are legal, but sometimes they are simply equitable

from the landowner, to

pressures-the desire of local officials to be fair and to

residents of the territory,

treat all landowners within the city limits somewhat alike.

Sometimes the pressures are simply political-with

complicated. Most people who buy homes buy them from

landowner-voters lobbying effectively for services for the

developers or from homebuilders who buy lots from

land on which they are paying municipal taxes.

developers. Developers, being generally rational business

If a local government annexes far more land than the
market is likely to demand for new development in the
foreseeable future, the problem becomes worse,

n~t

better. The effect of over-annexation in such cases is

people, seek to minimize their costs. They can best do so
by using as many existing public facilities as possible,
thus reducing the possibility of having to build additional
facilities.

typically to see new development scattered at low

Highways are particularly influential in this process,

densities throughout the annexed territory. It is not

because a new highway generally improves the access to

necessary to review the detailed studies of the subject to

a particular area of the community. Because most people

understand that it will be far more expensive for local

measure their commuting and other regular travel in

officials (and the state transportation department) to

minutes rather than miles, the improvement in accessibil··

serve the residents of one thousand new homes scattered

ity makes some land "closer" to jobs or homes or shop-

in a dozen projects spread over ten thousand acres of

ping than it was before the road was built. That immedi-

annexed territory than to serve those same thousand

ately makes that land more attractive to consumers and

homes concentrated on two or three hundred acres in

thus more attractive for development.

one area of town. Over-annexation may not change the

One of the major problems that communities face in

growth rate of tlhe community, but it is very likely to

managing growth is the fact that decisions to build

change the pattern of growth from a managed and

highways or sewer lines are usually treated as just that--

manageable one to a sprawling one that is extraordinarily

decisions to build public works projects. They are really

expensive for anyone to serve.

decisions to shape the future form of the community.
Instead of being based strictly on a combination of

Constructiion of Public Facilities

projected loads, engineering considerations, and cost-

Program Description

be:nefit comparisons, such decisions should be based on

For reasons discussed in much more depth in the litera-

broad community planning considerations.

ture review, Appendix A, the construction of a highway
or other major public facility is likely to have more impact

Program Control

on the growth patterns of a region than any other single

A111other problem with this significant factor in growth

public action.

management is that there are so many different decision-

As explained! in the appendix, the reasons are not

makers. The state transportation department locates new
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state and federal highways and their interchanges. The

Effects on Growth

county locates new county roads that may become

In the Midwest, growth follows highways and sewers. In

arterials linking a nearby city to the state road system.

arid states, where it is difficult to get water but easy to

Cities and other municipalities also build major arterials.

find dry land in whiich to install septic tanks, growth is

Although some munidpalities are wise enough and/or

more likely to follow highways and water lines. Schools,

fortunate enough to control their own sewer and water

parks and other facillities also have some impacts on growth

systems and thus to manage them, in many communities

patterns.

either or both of those systems is controlled by a sepa-

The effects vary enormously. Part of the growth

rate district or by a somewhat autonomous local board.

pattern of any community can almost always be traced to

Even where the municipality controls those major

highway patterns. Where those patterns are reinforced

facilities, in most states it is fairly easy for a developer or

with sewer and other public services, those may be the

a group of residents to create a special district or a

primary determinants of future urban form. Whe1re,

private utility that can be an alternative provider of such

however, the highway runs east and west through town

services on the fringe of 1town. A sewer line built by a

and the new sewer plant has been located far south of

special district can have just as much impact on the

town along the river, the two major influences may pull in

shape of growth as one built by the municipal govern-

different directions and partly neutralize each other. If

ment.

water depends mostly on gravity flow and thus comes

There are other players in this game. Schools also play

from the north (upstream) sidle of town and the school

a role in shaping a commlllnity, and the decisions to locate

board has decided to buy land to the northwest where

schools are generally controlled by elected school boards

land is cheap (because there are no services and thus no

with little input from other governmental entities. A

developers are interested), the effects may be lost in the

drainage or flood control district may control stormwater

confusion.

facilities that are essential to development in some areas.
The multiplicity of players can lead to contradictory

If, on the other hand, the state improves the highway
leading to the airport three mitles from town and the city

and/or counter-productive accumulated decisions. Only

extends sewer service to it to encourage industrial

through coordinated plans can these multiple decision-

development around it, the sewer line and the highway

makers plan facilities in rn way that reinforces logical

will be magnets for development not only at the airport

growth patterns.

but along the entire three-mile route. If that is land on
which the city warnts to encourage development, such an
effect is beneficial. If, on the other hand, such land is
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floodplain or pr:ime agricultural land or is far from the

adequate water for drinking and for fire-fighting, that

new shopping center and new high school, such an effect

adequate treatment capacity will be available for its

may be harmful to the community.

sewage, and that the road network in the area will be

There is no simple, generalizable rule to address these

adequate to handle the traffic are very logical require-

issues--except for all of the agencies involved to attempt

ments to impose on new developments-just as logical as

to coordinate their planning efforts.

the requirements that such improvements within the
subdivision be installed by the developer. As a matter of

Adequate Public
Facilities !Regulations

officials assume that such requirements exist in their own

Program Description

local regulations. Although adequate public facility

Adequate public facilities (APF) controls are the simplest

regulations are becoming increasingly common, most

and most widely-accepted of modem growlh manage-

local governments in most states do not have them.

ment techniques. A basic APF regulation can be very
simple:
No new subdivision plat or other development applica-

fact, such requirements are so logical that many local

The example of an APF regulation given above is
somewhat over-simplified. Such a regulation can be
implemented only if the local government also adopts

tion shall be approved unless the approving body finds

"service standards" specifying what "adequate" means.

that all necessary sewer, water, transportation, and other

Adequate sewage treatment facilities should generally

public facilities serving the development either are

mean facilities that will handle the type and quantity of

available and have adequate capacity to serve the

sewage generated and treat it in accordance with federal

proposed development on the date of approval or, under

and state regulations. However, other standards involve

approved and budgeted capital improvements programs,

sonic judgment calls. Must water service be adequate

will be available on or before the date necessary to serve

just for drinking, in which case a four-inch service line

the proposed development.

may suffice, or must it also provide adequate pressure

This fills a gap left in subdivision regulation. Subdivi-

for fire-fighting? Are roads adequate only if they are

sion regulations control development of the subdivision

free-flowing 24 hours per day, or is some delay at

itself. As indicated above, some subdivision regulations

intersections acceptable during rush hour? Most local

contain exaction requirements for off-site facilities, but

public works departments already have such standards i111

even that does not ensure that such facilities are actually

their current engineering plans, but it is important to

available or that they are adequate.

incorporate them into an adequate public facilities

Requiring a finding that a new development will have

regulatory mechanism.
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Program Control

which other services exist or are planned.

Adequate public facilities controls are adopted as an

If a local government does only one thing to better

ordinance or a regulation by the local governing body.

manage its growth and infrastructure planning, it should

Florida now mandates such controls statewide and a few

be to adopt an adequate public facilities regulation.

other states have similar requirements for particular local
governments or particular types of development. How-

Urban Growth Boundaries

ever, in most states, this matter remains entirely under local

Program Description

control. Because the basic standards relate so clearly to

An urban growth boundary is just what it sounds like-a

the protection of the public health and safety, there

boundary within which a city attempts to keep future

should be no need for express enabling legislation to

growth. It may be the same as the city limits, or it may

support such a requirement.

go out as far as extra-territorial jurisdiction provided to
the city, such as the two-mile extra-territorial subdivision

Effects on Growth

jurisdiction in Iowa. If it is carefully planned and based

The effects of APF regulations on growth are dramatic.

on the developability of land and the capacity of the

Such regulations will force most new development to

community to serve, it will probably deviate from both of

take place around existing and planned facilities. Some

those. Because it should be influenced by water and

developers may be willing to extend a particular service

sewer service, it will probably follow ridgelines a111d may

to a site that otherwise has services in order to comply

incorporate all of one or more drainage basins. Because

with APF standards (for example, extending a water line

it should be influenced by accessibility, it may extend

to a site that already has good access and connection to

further from the core along highways than in other areas.

a major interceptor sewer line), but, under such a pro-

An urban growth boundary may be used to establish

gram, no rational developer will choose a site with no

zoning districts, using only agricultural and low-density

services if there are serviceable sites available. The

rural districts outside the boulflldary and urban andl

effect of such a program is to make development

suburban ones inside it. However, because the urban

reasonably compact and to keep it contiguous to existing

growth boundary often goes beyond the geographical

development, both of which help to reduce both the

jurisdiction of the city, the most effective means of

capital and maintenance costs of providing public ser-

enforcing it is often through water and sewer extension

vices to development. It also facilitates planning public

policies. The state can also help to reinforce its effective-

facilities like highways and sewers, because new facili-

ness by planning major transportation improvemenits within

ties obviously should be targeted for the same areas in

it and avoiding improvements to roads that would facili-
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tate commuting from outside the boundary.

become too tight and development will begin to leapfrog
outside of it.

Program Control

An urban growth boundary is an ideal planning

A city (or sometimes a group of cities acting together)

mechanism for providing sewer and water service,

usually establishes the boundary. However, effective

wlhere geography (elevation and drainage basin) are as

implementation of the policy discouraging urban growth

important as distance in determining serviceability. To the

outside the boundary will probably require a great deal of

extent that it is used as a guide for extending sewer and

cooperation from the county. Oregon's state Jaw has

water service, it is a very effective technique. However,

strong provisions reinforcing local efforts to contain

it does not address the problems of sprawl early in the

growth within such a boundary. Laws limiting the establish-

planning period and does not provide a solid basis for

ment or expansion of competing sewer and water systems

transportation planing. Although establishing an urban

outside of such a boundary would help to make the technique

growth boundary is certainly better than having no

work in other states.

growth management technique at all, it is an overly-

simple solution to a complicated problem.

Effects on Growth
The effects of :m urban growth boundary on growth are

Phased Growth Programs

mixed. If the boundary is too tight-that is, so near to the

Program Description

existing urban area that there is room for only a small

A phased-growth program phases growth in the commu·-

amount of new growth--economic pressures will

nity, usually by geographical area. Typically such a

probably cause growth to leapfrog outside the boundary,

program is based on the availability of public facilities,

thus creating worse sprawl problems than if the boundary

encouraging development first in those areas with the

did not exist. If the boundary is established to allow 20 or

be:st availability of public facilities. Such a program may

more years of grnwth within it, it will have relatively little

also be used to phase development away from sensitive

effect on growth patterns for the first few years-

lands, such as floodplains, or to encourage infill and

development wiill be contained within it, but it will sprawl

redevelopment in older areas of the community.

all over the relatively large area contained within the

A phased-growth program is usually adopted as a

boundary. During the middle of the planning period,

separate local regulation that controls the issuance of

development will begin to become relatively compact and

new development approvals, such as those granted

efficient. By !he end of the period, if the boundary is not

through the subdivision review process.

adjusted several years in advance, that boundary will
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Program Control
Because a minimum density requirement would be
implemented through zoning, the program control is
exactly the same as under zoning.

Effect on Growth
The purpose of a minimum density requirement is to
ensure that land that is developed is used efficiently, thus
presumably preserving other land in non-developed uses.
For example, if the demand for new housing in a particular community is 200 uni1ts over the next year, that
demand could be satisfied on 50 acres with a minimum
density of 4 dwelling units per acre but could require 200
acres at a density of I unit per acre. The difference, 150
acres, would presumably be left undeveloped.
Such a program makes particularly good sense in
areas with substantial public facility investments, to
ensure that those investments are fully utilized. Thus, the
local government might establish maximum densities
based on use of 95 percent of the capacity of available
systems and minimum densities based on use of 80
percent of that capacity; although eighty percent is not
optimal, it is far better than 60 percent or 40 percent,
figures that can result when an area prepared for high
intensity use develops at a far lower intensity. This is in a
sense another type of phasing program, ensuring that land
being developed is optimally developed before additional
development takes place elsewhere.
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LEGAL 0PPORTUNITIE:S AND CONSTRAINTS BY STATE
ost of the growth management techiques de
scribed in this report must be implemented by
local governments. The ability of local governments to adopt such techniques is controlled by state law..
This appendix provides an easy reference for local
governments in the study area states (Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska) to use in determining whether they
have l~e authority to use these techniques.
The techniques analyzed in this appendix are the
same techniques that are described in the text. There is ·
very little difference among the stat.es in the authority to
use techniques based on traditional zoning and subdivision
controls, because the states have very similar enabling acts
on those matters. In contrast, on such matters as annexation there are great differences among the states--as the
"tale of two cities," discussing Des Moines, Iowa, and
Lincoln, Nebraska, so graphically illlustrates.
Using the table is simple. The techniques are listed
down the left side of the table on thie next page and the
states are listed across the top. If there is an S or a C in the
cell that marks the intersection between the law of a
particular state and an identified technique, that means that
there is [S]tatutory or [C]ase law that supports the use of
the technique in that state. The number in parentheses
following the letter directs the user 1to one of the numbered
notes, which provides a specific case or statutory citation
and a brief summary of the law.
A blank cell does not neces:sarily mean that a local
government cannot use a technique. It simply means that
there is no clear legal authority to do so and that a local
government must look to its home rule or other general
authority as the basis for using that !technique.
Local governments should, of course, consult their
own legal advisors before actually adopting any of these
techniques. Although prepared by legal scholars, this
appendix is attended as an educational and reference guide
only. It is not intended as specific legal advice.

M
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. 111'

K1ansas

Iowa

Missouri

'Nebraska

Zoning

S(l)

S(B)

S(l5)

S(22)

Subdivision Regulation

S(2)

S(9)

S(l6)

S(23)

Plannllng Commission
review 011 publlc projects

S(lO)

S(17)

S(24)
C(24)

Impact Fees

S(ll)

S(l8)

S(25)

S(l2)

S(19)
C(l9)

S(26)

S(20)

S(27)_

Other Exactions

~dequate

public facllltles
· programs

S(3)
S(4)

;

Phased-g1rowth programs

Rate-of-g1rowth programs

Local control of
annexation

S(5)

S(l3)
C(l:3)

Capllall Improvements
programs

S(6)

S(l4)

Land acquisition for
general public purposes

S(7)

S(l5)

S(28)
S(21)

S(29)

S=Slatutory authorization
C=Case Law authority
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Notes on Iowa:
Note on home rule In Iowa. In article 3, §§ 38A and 39A, Iowa's
constitution grants cities and counties, re~;pectively, home rule over
"local affairs and government", and requires that local ordinances be
"not inconsistent with the laws of the general assembly". Sections
331.30 I and 364.1, Iowa Code, further specify the home rule powers of
counties and cities, respectively, by authorizing local government to
"exercise 'any power and perform any function it deems appropriate lo
protect and preserve the rights, privileges, and property of the (city or
county) or or its residents, and 10 preserve: and improve the peace, safety,
health, welfare, comfort, and c~nvenienc€: or its residents."
Iowa's constitution provides, however, that within the sphere of local
affairs local government is not restricted lo powers expressly granted by
the legislature: §§ 38A and 39A or articlie 3 both declare In identical
language that "(t)he proposilion or mle olr law that n municipal corporation [or county or joint county-municipal rnrporation government)
possesses and can exercise only those powers granted in express words
is not a part or the law or this slate."
1. Zoning:
Chapter 414, Iowa Code, provides aulhor:ity for zoning by municipalities.
The statute authorizes extraterritorial zoniing by municipalities
(§ 414.23). Chapter 358A, Iowa Code, provides authority for zoning by
counties.

2. Subdivision regulation:
Chapter 409A, Iowa Code, provides the authority for subdivision
regulation by both municipalities and counties. The statute includes
extraterritorial control of subdivisions by municipalities(§ 409A.9).
3. Other exndlons:
Section 409A.8, Iowa Code, authorizes municipal and county governing
bodies lo require that subdividers install public improvements. Sections
409A. I I .1 and 409A. l 9, Iowa Code, provide authority for subdividers lo
dedicate land to the public for streets, alleys, walkways, parks, open
space, school property or other public uses.
4. (maybe] Adeq1111le public racllitlcs (llrogrnms:
Section 409A.8, Iowa Code, requires that municipal and counly governing bodies "give consideration lo the possible hurclen on public

improvemenls ... when reviewing [a] proposed subdivision".
5. Local control or annexation:
Chapter 368, Iowa Code, establishes two procedures for annexation: (I)
by owners' application lo annexing ciay; (2) by petition to state authorities and subsequent local 1eleclion. Descriptions or these procedures
follow.

Dy owners' appllcatlon: When "[a]ll the owners or land in a territory
adjoining a city" submit an "applicatnon" for annexation to that ci~y's
council, and when the council by resolution approves the application, lhe
annexation is accomplishc!d (~sec. 368.7). However, if the lerritory to
be annexed is wilhln 3 miles or the boundaries of another ciity of al least
15,000 In population, then Iowa's City Development Boar<ll mu~t also
approve the proposed annexation (gr. secs. 368.7; 368.1.12).
Dy petillon and election:: Chapter 368, Division Ill, Iowa Code,
establishes a City Development Board to regulate all nnneltations not
accomplished by the appliication procedure just described. Under the
stature, a city council, a counly board of supervisors, a regional planning
authority, or 5% or the "qualified electors or a city or territory involved in
the proposal" may file a pietition for annexation of territory llo a given city
with Iowa's City Development Boar<il (see§ 368.11 ). The Board itself
may also initiate annexation proceedings (see§ 368.13). If the Board
does not dismiss a petition (see§ 368.12), the Board must 11ppoint a
committee including locall representalives which shall hold public
hearings on the proposed annexation (see§§ 368.14-368.15). Ir the
committee finds lhe anne1rntion to be In the public inlerest, the committee must approve the anm:xation (see§ 368.16; see also§§ 368.17
(grounds for commiuee diisapproval). 368.18 (aulhority lo alffiend pelilion
or plan)). Thereupon, lhe Board must schedule a special lo1cal election,
in which "qualified electors of the territory and of lhe city may vole", and
in which "a majority or the total number or persons voling" may approve
the proposed annexation (see § 368.19).
6. Capital Improvement: programs:
In cities: Chapter 384, Division JI, Iowa Code ("Budgeting and
Accounling"), establishes a stale "city finance commillee" I[§ 384.13) lo
draw up "guidelines for... the preparation of capital improvement plans hy
cities". Under the statute, lhe commillee may require each city with over
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2000 lnhnbltanls lo adopt, arter a public hearing, "a capital improvement
plan for a five-year period"(§ 384.15.3).
In counties: Chapter 333A, Iowa Code, establishes a stale "counly
finance committee" (§, 333A.2) to draw up "guidelines for... the preparation or capital improv1~ment plans"(§ 333A.4.2).
In rural cities and counties: Sections 15.281-15.288, Iowa Code,
establish a "Rural Community 2000 Program" to assist communities and
rural areas with low- 1md no-Interest financing for lnrrastructure and
housing. Cities and counties that apply for grants or loans must submit,
among other things, "l[a) capital Improvement program"(§ 15.284.2.b).
7. Land ncqnlsltlon lror genernl public purposes:
Dy counties and mu111lclpalllles: Constltutl,onal and statutory grants or
leglslallve home rule may authorize cities and counties to acquire land
ror general public purirmses (stt Art. 3, § 38A, Iowa const. (municipal
home rule),§ 39A, Iowa const. (county home rule),§ 331.301, Iowa
code (county home rulle). § 364.I (municipal home rule)).
But as the following notes lndlcale, open space preservation ls largely a
mailer or statewide concern In Iowa.

to acquire parcels pursuant to the statewide plan upon Its approval by the
general assembly. Section 11 IE.2. l.c(I) authorizes DNR to "[a]~cept
applications for runding assistance from rederal agencies,. other stale
agencies, regional organizations, county conservation bon1rds, city park
and recreation agencies, and private organizations with an Interest in
open spaces". Section 3060.2, Iowa code, obliges lowa'i1 Department of
Transportation (DOT) lo coordinate Its long-range scenic highways plan
with DNR 's open space plan Ir the general assembly hns :11pproved It.
(Simllnrly, § 314.24, lown code, obliges DOT lo avoid daimage to parks,
greenbelts, etc!, by pursuing "reasonable alternatives" Ir they entail "no
slgnincantly greater cost".)
Note on Iowa Dep't of TransportnlJon (DOT)'s Slate ltecreatlonal
Trall Plan and Program: Chnpler 111 F, Iowa code, authorizes the stale
Department or Transportation (DOT) to develop a long-rnnge plan for
recreational trails and to acquire parcels pursuant lo that 1~lan.

Other relevant statutory provisions:

Nole on Missouri Rlnr Preservation and Land Use Authority:
Chapter I08B, Iowa Code, establishes the Missouri River Preservation
and Land Use Authority and assigns It the "mission" lo prepare cnvironme~tal, greenbelt and 1recreational plans for the river valley, to develop
land-acqulsilion plans to implement the environmental, greenbelt and
recreational plans, andl lo buy land from "willing sellers"(§ I08D.2.2
(Authority's "mission"); § I08B.2.S (purchases from "wllling sellers"
only)).

Counly protection of ngrlcullural land: Chapter 1768, Iowa Code,
establishes Land Preservation and Use Commissions In all counties and
authorizes those Commissions lo prepare land use Inventories and land
preservation and use plans. Chapter 1768 also authorize!! county boards,
upon petition by owners or farmland and afler notice and hearings, to
adopt ordinances designating the owner's farmland an "agricultural
area" if It meels statutory requirements for them. Upon R:cordatlon, such
areas arc protected from special assessments'for public services levied on
the basis or frontage, acreage or value, from lawsuits charging that ranns
or form operations arc nuisances. In addition the Iowa Dc:partment or
Natural Resources shall assign such areas priority In dive1rting or·
withdrawing water from available water resources.

Note on ncqnlslllon of conservation easements: Chapter 111 D, Iowa
code, authorizes cltles city agencies, county conservation boards and
various slate departments to acquire conservation casements by all
means excepting cond1~mnation.

Metropolitan or Reglonal Planning Commissions: Clmpter 281, Iowa
code, authorizes local governing bodies lo establish joint !Planning
commissions. Such joint planning commissions need nol supplant city
or county planning commissions (set§§ 281.4-281.7).

Note on Iowa Oepnrtmenl or Natural Resources (DNR)'s statewide
open space program: Chapter I I IE, Iowa code, directs DNR to
ldentlfy signincanl Opl~n space in !he state (including greenbelts),
prepare a statewide pfon for prolectlng and/or ncqniring such lands, and

Community Commonweallh Government: Sections 3311.260331.263, Iowa code, authorize counties lo unite with conti1guous counties
or with cities or towns within those counties or within contiguous
counties lo estnhlish n new, regional political subdivision 110 deliver
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specified city services (member cities retain riesponsibility for those
services not delegated to lhe county commonweallh).
Capllol Planning Commission: Chapter 18A, Iowa code, establishes
this commission but does not confer upon it powers to regulate urban
land use (see§ 18A.3, on lhe commission's duties lo supervise building
and adorn~enl on stale capitol grounds).

Notes on Kansas:
Note on home rule In Knnsas.

former acts, or cities that have: attained a population of over 2,000 but
under 15,000 and have certified that fact lo the governor of the .slate, who
must then "declare, by public proclamation, such city subject lo the
provisions of [stale law regulating second class cities)" (see§ 14-101,
Kansas code). A city may choose not to certify lo the governor that It has
allained a population above 2,000 but under 15,000; if so, the city
remains a third class city (id.). A second class city whose population
drops below 2,000 may, by a majority vote, choose to be a city of the
third class (see§ 14-901, Kansas code). (3) Tliinl class cities: Cities of
the "third class" are cities so designated by earlier law or cities having
populations under 2,000 and not previously organized as second class
cities (see § 15-10 I, Kansas code).

Municipal home rule: In article 12, § 5, Kan:sas's constitution grants

cities home rule over "their local affairs and government, including the
levying of taxes, excises, fees, charges and other exactions except when
and as !he levying of any lax, excise, fee, charge or other exaction is
limited or prohibited by enactment of the legil;lature applicable uniformly
to nil cities of the same class" (art. 12 § 5(b)). Kansas' constitution
provides, however, that grants of power to cities be "liberally: construed
for the purpose of giving lo cities the largest measure of self-government" (art. 12 § 5(d)). Co1mry home rule: In section 19-IOI, Kansas
code, Kansas' legislature grants counties "the powers of home rule lo
determine their local affairs and government" (§ 19-10 I). Statutory
grants of basic powers: §§ 12-10 I and 19- IO I, Kansas code, grant
cities and counties their basic powers, including the powers lo
"[p)urchase or receive, by bequest or girt, and hold, real and personal
property for the use of the city"(§ 12-101) or "'lo purchase and hold real
and personal estate for the use of the county"(§ 19-10 I).
Note on the clnsslllcatlon of cities In Kansm1. Kansas cities are
divided into three classes, as permitted by the state constitution (see Art.
12, § 5(b), Kansas consl.). But all cities enjoy constitutional home rule
powers (see Art. 12, § 5, Kansas cons!.). (I) first class cities: Cities or
lhe "rirsl class" are dties lhal have attained a population or over 15,000
and have certified that fact to the governor of lhe slate, who must
"thereupon by public proclamation declare such city lo be a city of the
first class" (see § 13- IO I, Kansas code). A city may choose not lo certify
lo the governor that it has altained a populatio11 above 15,000; if so, the
city remains 11 second class city (id.). (2) Second class cities: Cities of
the "seconcl class" are cities actinl! as second class cilie~ hv virt11,. nf

8. Zoning: .
§§ 12-741 lo 1'2-768, Kansas !Code, enabie cities and counties to plan,
zone and adopt subdivision regulations. §§ 12-715b lo 12-715d, Kansas
Code, authorize extraterritorial zoning by cities. §§ 19-2956 to 19-2966,
Kansas Code, enable counties designated as urban areas under llhe
provisions or§ 19-2654 to plan, zone and! adopt subdivision regulations.
Finally,§§ 19-2950 to 19-295.5, Kansas Code, authorize zoning by
improvement districts.
9. Subdivision regulatlon:

§§ 12-749 lo 12-752, Kansas Code, authorize subdivision regulations by
cities and counties. The slatut•e allows exlrnterritorial control of subdivisions by municipalities(§§ 12-749, 12-750). Jn addition, §2-520a(f)),
the city must observe the notice, hearing and plan requirements imposed
by statute (see§§ 12-520a lo 12-520b). Moreover, a city must 5:eek
county approval for annexations of land not contiguous to the ciity (see §
12-520c) and for annexations that do not meet the "conditions" :set by
section 12-520 (see§ 12-521 (detailing procedural and substantive
standards for county approvals of such annexations). In reviewing city
petitions to nnnex territory, county boards acl quasi-judicially. !:J.U'...Qf
Topeka y. Shawnee County ful, of County Comm'rs, 1993 Kan. LEXIS
12, *15 (Kan., Jan. 22, 1993) (construing§ 12-521, as amended! in
1987); see also id. al* 16-* 17 !(courts reviewing a county board's
determination must ask whetlu~r it rests on substantial evidence)'.
Where, however, land lo be annexed may be annexed under Kansas law
and all the owners of !hat land consent lo annexalion, other dries have no
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Ovcrland_fark. 777 P.2d 830 (Kan. 1989).
14. Capital lmprovemenls programs:
§ 12-747(b), Kansas code, requires that city and county comprehensive

plans include recommendations on "public Improvement programming
based upon n determination or relative urgency". §I 2-748(b), Kansas
Code, requires that city or county planning commissions review public
facilities programs for c:onrormity with comprehensive plans. (§§ 192955 to 19-2966, Kansas Code, Include no comparable provision for
counties designated as utban areas under the provisions or§ 19-2654.)
§§ 12-1, l 18(a) and l 9-120(a) authorize cities and counties (respectively)
to establish a "c~pital Improvements fund" Ir they fonnally adopt a
"capital improvement pion setting rorth the[ir] public improvement and
infrastructure nceds ... on a prioritized basis".
15. f,nnd acquisition lfor general public purposes:
§ 12-IOI, Kansas code, grants cities the power to "[p)urchase or receive,
by bequest or girl, and hold, real and personal property for the use or the
city". § 19- I0 I grants counties the power "to purcfmse and hold real and
personal estate for the use or the county"(§ 19-10 I). Under recently
enacted legislation such powers include lhe power to acquire and hold
"conservation easemenls" for a wide range or staled purposes: "retaining or protecting natural, scenic or open-space values or teal property,
assuring its availability for agricultural, forest, recreational or open-space
use, protecting natural resources, maintaining or enhancing air or water
quality, or preserving the historical, architectural, archaeological or
cultural aspects or real property" (An Act ... enacling the uniform
conservation easement 11cl, 1992 Kan. ALS 302, • 11; 1992 Kan. Sess.
Laws 302; 1992 Kan. SB624).

Procedural and substantive control.son lite establishment or specla~
Improvement dlstrlcl'l In counties: To approve the estabH:shment or
special improvement districts, boards of county commissioners must
comply with procedural and substantive requirements impo1;ed by§§ 192755 to 19-2786i, Kansas code, nnd by§ 19-270, Kansas code (special
and stricter requirements for special improvement districts within three
miles or any city that hns adopted subdivision regulations).
Industrial districts In counties: §§ 19-3801to19-3821, Kansas code,
authorize counties to incorporate industrial districts anywhere in the
county upon petition by landowners, but require that counties secure the
consent or cities if any part or a proposed district Is within three miles of
city limits.

Notes on Missouri:

General planning enabling leglslallon: See above, note 8, on zoning
enabling legislation, which is also the basic planning enabling legislation.

Note on classtncatlon or Missouri counties: Missouri counties are
divided into four classifications, as Missouri's constitution permits (see
Art. VJ, § 8, Missouri constitution). (I) First classijicario11: The first
classification "automatically" includes "[a)ll counties having an assessed
valuation or four hundred m1y million dollars and over" for 11ve consecutive years. (2) Seco11d classificario11: The second classificalfon "automatically" Includes "(a]ll counties having an assessed valua1:ion or three~
hundred million dollars and less that the asses~ed valuation necessary for
that county to be in the first classification" for five consecutive years. (3)
Third clanification: l11e third classification "automatically" includes
"( a]ll counties having an assessed valuation or less than the assessed
valuation necessary for that county lo be in the second classification:'.
(4) Fourth classification: l11e fourth classification maintains in the
second classification those counties that were in the second classification
before August 13, 1988, and would have fallen into the third because of
diminished assessed valuations but for this statute (see §§ 48.020
(quoled language), 48.030, Missouri code).

Extrnterrltorlnl street planning and building by first class cities:
§ 13-1II4h, Kansas code, authorizes extraterritorial street planning and
building by cities or the first class, ir those cities have entered into joint
tr:msportalion planning and t111ildi11g agreements with other local
government-: or the secretory or lran~portation under§ 68-1 fl9.

Note on clnssllicatlon or Missouri municipalities: Special classificalions or Missouri municipalilics include lhe following. (I) 111irrl-class
cities: This class includes "[a)ll cities and lowns ... containing lhree
1ho11sand or more inhabitanls, which shall elecl lo be a city or the third
class" (.ree § 72.0:lO, Missouri code). (2) Fa1111lr-cla.u ritie.1: This class

Other relevant statutory provisions:
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includes "[a]ll cities and towns ... conlaining five hundred and less than
three thousand inhabitants, and all towns exiisting under any special law,
and having less than live hundred inhabilants which shall elect to be
cities of the fourth class" (see § 72.040. I, Missouri code). (3) Villages:
Villages are "[a]ll lowns not now incorporatcd ... conlaining less than live
hundred inhabitants" (see § 72.050.1, Missouri code). (4) Special
charter cities: This class included "[a)ll cities and towns ... operating
under charters granted direclly and specially by the general assembly
prior to the adoption of the constitution of I 875" (see § 81.0 I 0, Missouri
code). (5) Constit11tio11al charter cities: 111iis class includes "(a)ny ·
city ... framing and adopting a charter for its own government, whether
under the provisions of§ 19, article VI of the: constitution of 1945, or
under lhe provisions or seclion 16 or section 20, article IX or the
constitution on 1875" (see§ 82.010, Missouri code).
Nole on home rule ror conslltullonal charier cities In Missouri:
Article 6 § 19, Missouri constitution, authorizes any city having more
than 5000 inhabitants or "any other incorpornted city as may be provided
by law" to adopt a charter form of governme111t. Article 6 § I 9(a),
Missouri constitution, provides that such constitutional charter cities
"shall have all powers which the general asse:mbly of the stale of
Missouri has aulhority to confer upon any city, provided such powers are
consistent with the constitution of this state and are not limited or denied
either by the charter... or by stalute". Article 6 § 19(a) also provides that
each constilutional charter city "shall, in addiition to ils home rule
powers, have all powers conferred by law".
Note that generally local land use regulation depends on express
statutory grants or authority: Land use regulation is a slate police
power which local government cannot exerci:>e unless expressly authorized to do-so by the legislature. McCarty v. City of Kansas City. 671
S.W.2d 790, 793 (Mo. App. 1984).

Dy munlclpnlltles: Chapter 89, Missouri Code, authorizes zoning by all
municipalities. The statute provides for extraterritorial ("peripheral")
zoning by a restricted class of municipalities (see § 89.142. l r
16. Subdivision regulation:
Dy counties: Chapter 64, Missouri Code, authorizes all countiies lo
adopt subdivision regulatiomi (see §§ 64.060 lo 64.070, 64.2411 lo
64.245, 64.580 to 64.590, 64.825 to 64.H.30).

Dy townships: Chapter 65, Missouri Code, authorizes the adoplion or
subdivision regulations by townships in noncharter first-class c:ounties
and in second- and third-clas:s counties which have not adoplecl county
planning and zoning (see § 65.667 lo 65.670).
Dy municipalities: Chapter 89, Missouri Code, authorizes nil municipalities to adopt subdivision 1regulations (see§ 89.400 lo 89.450).
17. Planning commission rievlew or public projects:
In counties: Chapter 64, Missouri Code, requires review by county
planning commissions or plans for projected public improvemc:nts (see
§§ 64.050, 64~235, 64.570, 64.8iO).

In townships: Chapter 65, Missouri Code, requires review by township
planning commission of plan:; for projecled public improvements
(see § 65.665).
In munldpnlllles: Chapter 89, Missouri Code, requires review by city
planning commissions or such projects (see § 89.380).
In all instances, governing bodies may override planning commission
disapprovals or their projects.

JS. Zoning:
IJy cmmlles: Chapter 64, Missouri Code, authorizes zoning by all
counties.

18. [maybe: "assessmenl[s] [and] othe1r method[s]"] lmpac:t rees:
In munlclpalltles: § 89.4 I0.2, Missouri Code, authorizes all municipalities lo use special "assessment(s] or other method(s)" lo nnance the
municipal construction of improvements and utilities required by a
proposed subdivision.

Hy townships: Chaplcr 65, Missouri Code, authorizes zoning by
townships in noncharter first-class counlies and in second- and thirdclass counlies which have not adoplccl county planning and zoning.

19. Other exoctlons:
In counties: Chapter 64, Missouri Code, enahlcs authorities in all
cmmties (planning commissions and/or c011111y commissions) to require
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the construction or street and utility Improvements (or bonds to secure
their conslruction) as preconditions or plat approval (see§§ 64.060,
64.241, 64.580, 64.82:5).
In townships: Chapte:r 65, Missouri Code, authorizes township
planning commissions to require the construction or street and utility
improvements (or bonds securing their construction) as preconditions or
plat approval (see § 651.667).
In munlclpnlllles: Chapter 89, Missouri Code, enables city authorities
(municipal planning commissions and/or city councils) lo require the
construction or street and utility improvements (or bonds securing their
construction) as preconditions or pint approval (see§ 89.410). Chapter
89 also nuthorlzes city nuthoritles to require dedications or land and open
space for "public uses indicated on the city p!an" (§ 89.410.2; see also
Home Builders Ass'n y, City or Kansas City, 555 S.W.2d 832, 835 (Mo.
1977) ("Ir the requirement Is within the statutory grant of powers of the
municipality and if the burden cast upon the subdivider Is n:nsonably
allributable lo his activity, then the requirement Is permissible; if not, it
is forbidden and amounts to a confiscation of private property In
contravention or the constitutional prohibitions. Insofar as tlie establish·
ment of a subdivision within a city increases the recreatio11al 11eeds of
the city, the11 to that eJ:tent tire cost of meeting tltat i11crease in needs
may reasonably be required of the subdivider.") (emphasis in original).
20. Local control of annexation:
Dy all munlclpalllles: Chapter 71, Missouri Code, authorizes annexations by all municipalities, and prescribes two procedures for such
annexations. (I) The first is by concurrent municipal ordinances
detaching land from one municipality and annexing that land to another,
nbulling municipality (see § 71.011 ). (2) The second is by ordinance,
upon petition by all owners or the territory .to be annexed (see § 71.012).
Before nnnexing land by ordinance, however, a municipality hold a
public hearing, and detiermine that the desired annexation is "reasonable
and necessary to the pmper development" of the municipality and that
the municipality can furnish "normal municipal services" lo the area to
be annexed within a "rnasonable time" (see § 71.012. I (2)). (3) Ir a party
objects to an annexatio111 sought by pet ii ion pursuant lo section 71.012,
then the nnnexing municipality must hold further hearings, mnke further
findings. adopt nn annexation ordinance, ~eek a declarntory juclgrnenl by

the local circuit court authorizing the annexation in question, and then
hold an election in which a majority or voters within the annexing
municipality and a separate majority of voters within the terTitory to be
annexed both approve the annexation (see § 71.012. I(3), 71.015,
71.860-71.920). The statures provide for subsequent elections if the first
fails (see§ 71.015.1(6), § 71.015.2).
Dy munlclpnlllles In certain thlrd-clnss counties: Chapter 72,

Missouri Code, authorizes the "nbsorption" of one municipality by
another In certain third class counties, provided the aborbing and
absorbed municipalities both adopt resolutions setting forth plans or
absorption and majorities or voters in both municipalities npprove the
plan of absorption (see§§ 72.300-72.350).
Dy municipalities In St. l,ouls County: Chapter 72, Missouri Code,
authorizes lite establishment of a Boundary Commission In St. Louis
County and provides for Commission hearings on proposal:> and
petitions for annexations and other boundary changes, their approval or
disapproval by the Commission, and (in case of Commission approval)
their further approval by separate majorities of voters in an111exing
municipalities and in the territories to be annexed (see §§ 7:2.40072.420, esp. 72.403-72.407 (substantive and procedural standards for
annexations and other boundary changes in St. Louis County)). Chapter
72 also provides for "simplified" annexations upon petition by 75% or
ihe owners in the area to be annexed and approval by the annexing
municipality and the Commission (see§ 72.405.6). But set.' O'Reilly y.
Cily or Hazelwood, 1993 Mo. LEXIS 28 (Mo., Mar. 23, 1993) (invalidating Boundary Comm'n law as a special law prohibited by Missouri's
constitution).
Dy third- and fourth-class cllles: Chapters 77 and 79, Missouri Code,
authorize mayors and councils of third- and fourth-class cities to annex
and deannex territory, wilh the consent of a majority of the voters in the
city (see§§ 77.020, 79.020).
Dy special charter and conslllutlonal charter cities: Chapter 81
authorizes special charter cities of 20,000 or less and chapter 82
authorizes all constitutional charter cities to annex territory by ordinance,
subject to the approval of 417 or the voters any incorporated area to be
annexed (see §§ 81.080, 82.090).
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21. Acquisition ofland for general publilc purposes:

Dy constitutional charier cilies: The ability of home rule municipalities to acquire land for general public purpl()ses depends on the charters
of those cities. See supra, Note on home rule for co11stitutional charter
cities in Missouri, and Article 6 §§ 19, I 9(a) Missouri constitution.
Open space conservation by the stale and by certain counties and
cities: §§ 67.870-67.910, Missouri code, a1uthorize acquisitions of open
space by the slate park board, by counties having a population over
200,00, and by counties and cities adjoini111g counties with populations
over 200,000 (see§ 67.875). ~hate and local government may acquire
"the fee, developmenl right or reslrictive covenant, conservation easement, covenant or other contractual right In land or water rights located
within such counties or cities necessary or appropriate to maintain,
improve, protect, limit the future use of, or otherwised conserve and
properly utilize open spaces and areas within such counties or cities"
(see § 67.880). All means of acquisition are possible: "purchase, figt,
grant, bequest, devise or otherwise" (see§ 67.880), and even eminent
domain, provided the stale· park board or local government condemning
the land first adopt either a resolution or order "declaring the public
purpose or use" for the land being condem111ed or, arter public hearing
and planning agency report, 4'a plan for conservation of open spaces"
(see § 67.885).
·

Other relevant statutory provisions:
General planning ennbllng leglslallon: See above, note 15, on zoning
enabling legislation, which is also the bask planning enabling legislation. In addition,§§ 251.150-251.440, Mi:>souri code ("State and
Regional Planning and Community Development Act"), authorize the
establishment of regional planning commissions to conduct comprehensive land use and transportation planning.

IOI, Nebraska Code. Lincoln is the on~y city In this category. (3) First
class cities: Cities of the "nrst class" are cities having more than 5000
but less than 100,000 inhabitants. §Hi-IOI, Nebraska Code. (4)
Second class cities and viUages: Cities of the "second class"' are "cities,
towns and villages" having more than 800 but less than 5000 inhabitants. § 17-104, Nebraska Code. "Villages" are incorporated towns or
villages having not less than 100 and not more than 800 lnluibitants, and
also second class cities that have adop!ed village government. § 17-201,
Nebraska Code.
Note on home rule In Nebraska: Nelbraska counties have no home rule
powers. Lindbure y, Bennc:U, 219 N. W. 851 ( 1928) (a county is a
creature of stalute and has only those powers conferred by statute). Dut
Article XI§§ 2-5, Nebrash constitution, afford home rule powers to
municipalities.
22. Zoning:

Clly zoning: Chapter 14, Article 4, Nebraska Code, authori:~es zoning
by cities or the "metropolilan class". Chapter 15, Article 9, Nebraska
Code, authorizes zoning by cities of the "primary class". Chapter 19,
Article 9, Nebraska Code, 11utho'rizes zoning by cities or the '"first class",
cities of the "second class", and "villages". The statutes authorize
extraterritorial zoning of land by all ciuies. See§§ 14-418 ("metropolitan
class" cities may zone 3 miles beyond city limits), 15-902 ("primary
class", 3 miles), 16-901 ("first class", 2 miles), 17-1001 ("se:cond class"
cities and "villages", I mile'). § 19-440!, Nebraska code, au11horizes
every city of the metropolitan, primary and first classes to indude within
its zoning ordinance provisions authorizing and regulating pllanned unit
developments.
County zoning: County zoning is authorized by §§ 23-114, 23-114.03 lo
23-114.05, 23-164 to 23-174.04, 23-174.08 to 23-174.09, Nebraska
Code.

Notes on Nebraska:
Note on classification or Nebraska municipalities: Nebraska municipalities are divided into four classes. (I) Metropolitan class cities:
Cities of the "metropolitan class" are cities of 300,000 inhabitants or
more. § 14- IOI, Nebraska Code. Omaha is the only cily in this
category. (2) Primary clas.f cities: Cities of the "primary class" are
cities having more than 100,000 but less lhan 300,000 inhnbilants. § 15-

23. Subdivision regulations:
Subdivision regulation by cities: § 14-115, Nebraska Code:, authorizes
subdivision regulation by cities of the "metropolitan class", and § 14-116
aulhorizes extraterritorial subdivision 1riegulation by such cili1~s. § 15901, Nebraska Code, authorizes subdivision regulation by cilties of the
"primary class", and§§ 15--901 and 15-906 authorize extralcrrilorial
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subdivision regulation by such cities. § 19-916, Nebraska Code,
authorizes subdivision regulation by cities of the "first" and "second
class" and by "villagi~s", and§§ 16-904(2) and 17-1002(3) authorize
extraterritorial subdivision regulation by such cities.
Subdivision regulntlon by counties: §§ 23-114.01 and 23-174.03
authorize subdivision regulation by counties.
24. Planning commission review of public projects:
Project review by clly planners: No Nebraska statute requires cities of
the "metropolitan class" lo refer their plans for public projects to city
·planning boards. Su§§ 14-366 to 14-376, Nebraska Code (on city
planning boards and dty use of eminent domain). But Nebraska cnse
law limits the eminent domain powers of such cities to condemnations
indicated on city plans already approved by city councils. Van Patten v.
City oC Omalrn, 94 N.W.2d 664 (Neb. 1959). § 15-1104, Nebraska
Code, requires that cities of the "primary class" seek planning department approval for public projects "of a character Included in the
comprehensive plan" but "not yet reported on by the planning department". § 19-929( I), Nebraska Code, requires that cities of the "first"
and "second class" and "villages" seek the recommendation of planning
commissions (it they exist) before holding hearings or taking action of
"capital lmprovemenlls".
Project review by county planners: § 23-174.07, Nebraska Code,
requires counties in which cities o[ the "primary class" are located lo
seek county planning department approval for public projects "of a
character included in the comprehensive plan" but "not yet reported on
by the planning depa11ment".

25. [maybe: really special assessment districts] Impact fees:
Cities of the metropolitan class: § 14-116, Nebraska Code, enables
such cities to require 11he creation or "public Improvement districts" to
fund the construction of improvements required by a proposed subdivision within the city's ,extraterritorial jurisdiction.
Counlles In which aire located cities of the primary clnss:
§ 23.174.03 aulhorizes such counties to require the crenlion of "public
improvement districls:" lo fund the construction of improvemenls
required hy a proposed suhdivision.

26. Other exacllons:
Dy cities: §§ 14-115 to 14-116, Nebraska Code, au1horiz1~ cities or the
"metropolitan class" to require, as preconditions or plat approval, the
construction of public improvements (or bonds or contracls ensuring
their construction -- extraterritorial subdivision jurisdiction only) and the
dedication of land for avenues, streets and alleys. § 15-902, Nebraska
Code, authorizes cities of the "primary class" lo require, as preconditions
of pin! approval, the construction or public improvements (or hoods
securing their construction) and the dedication or land for public
purposes. No Nebraska statute authorizes cities or the "fo-st" or "second
class" or "villages" to require the construction or public improvemenis
(or bonds securing their construction) as preconditions of pint approval.
See§§ 16-901to16-904, 19-916 to 19-920, Nehraska Code. Dul§§ 16904, 17-1003, and 19-916 authorize such cities to compel subdividers lo
dedicate land for a venues, streets and alleys.
Dy counties: § 23-174.03, Nebraska Code, authorizes coiunties in which
are located cities of the prii:nary class to require that subdivide rs dedicate
land for public purposes and install improvements (or guarantee their
construction with bonds). § 23-375, Nebraska Code; authorizes all
counties lo require that subdividers dedicate land for avenues, streets and
alleys.
27. (,ocal control of annexation:
Dy cities of lhe melropolllan class: Chapter 14, Nebraska Code,
authorizes such cities of the "metropolitan class" to extend their boundaries by ordinance at any time, to any dislance, and over any territory
"deemed proper" (see § 14-117; see ge.11erally §§ 14-117 to 14-125).
But such annexations may include no city or the first class having a
population over 10,000, nor "any agricultural lands which are rural in
character" (see § 14-117).
Dy cities of the primary class: Chapter 15, Nebraska Code, authorizes
two procedures for annexation by cities of the "primary class" (see
generally §§ 15-106 lo 15-106.02, 15-111 to 15-118): (I) annexation by
approving plats or "additions" abutting the city's corporal<: limits (see §
15.106; see also §§ 15. I06.0 I to 15.106.02 (exceptions); (2) annexnlion
by ordinance of cer1ain second-class cities and villages where majorities
of voters have already approved "consolidation" (see§§ I ~i-111 to
15.112).
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Dy cliles of lhe first class: Chapter 16, Nebraska Code, authorizes
cities or the "first class" to extend their bounda1rics by ordinance al any
time, in nny direction "deemed proper", and ov1er any contiguous lands
"as nre urban or suburban in character" (see § 16-117( I); see generally
§§ 16-117 to 16-129). Dul such annexations may include no "agricultural lnnds which arc niral in character" (.ue § 16-117( I)). Further, such
annexations ore subject lo plan, notice and hearing requirements
imposed by stillute (see§ 16-117(3)-(6)). Chapter 16 also authorizes
"first class" cities to mmex certain cities or the "'second class" and
ccrtain "villnges" (see Nebraska note I; see§§ 16-122 to 16-123).
Dy cities or lhe second clnss nnd hy vlllnges: Chapler 17, Nebraska
Code, aulhorizes "consolidations" by adjacent dlies of the "second
class" and/or "villages" whose councils or tmslees have adopted
ordinances approving those consolidations, nnd where majorities or
voters in each city or village have also approved them (Jee§§ 17-401 to
17-404). Chapter 17 also authorizes cities of the "second class" and
"villages" lo extend their boundaries by ordinance nt any time, in nny
direction "deemed proper", nnd over any conliguous lands "as are urhan
or suburban in character" (.ree § 17-405.01; see generally§§ 17-405.01
to 17-405.05). Dul such nnnexations may include no "ngriculturnl lands
which nre rurnl in character" (see § 17-405.0 I). Finally, chapter 17
authorizes cities of the "second class" and "vill:~ges" lo nnnex land by
ordinance upon submission, "by a majority or the property owners and
inhabitants in number oand value or the territory'' lo be mmexed, or
wrillen requests and accurnle plats or maps (Ju§ 17-405; see also§ 17406 (applying§ 17-405 to annexations by reqm:sl where cities or villages
straddle county lines).

28. Cnpllnl Improvements progrnms:
In cities: § 19-929, Nebraska code, authorizes municipal planning
commissions to prepare "capital improvement progrnm(s)" to effectuate
comprehensive plans. Ir a planning commission exists, § 19-929
requires that city goven11.11e11ts lake 110 action on capital improvements
before receiving the recommendation of the plm111i11g commission.
In counties: § 23-114.0 I (2), Nchrnska code, nulhorh:es county
planning commissions to prepare "capital improvement program[s)" lo
cffechrnle comprehensive plans. If a planning commis:;ion exists, § 23-

114.01{2) requires that city governments lake no action on capital
improvements before receiving the recommendation or the plnnniing
commission.
29. Lnnd ncqulsltlon for genernl public purposes:
Dy cities or the metropolllon doss: § 14· I01, Nebraska Code,
authorizes such cities "to purchase, lease, tense with option lo buy,
acquire by gift or devise, and hold real ... property within or without the
limits of the city for the use or the city". § 14-374, Nebraska Code,
empowers cities or the "metropolitan class" "lo acquire by girt, purcha.se,
condemnation, or bequest, such real estate within the corporate liimits
nntl wilhin three miles thereor nis may be necessary for nny public use
anti may lalcr convey, lease, sell, or otherwise dispose or any reall cslatc
thus acquired an~ not necessary for presenl use or rutnrc development
upon such terms as it may deem appropriale." § 14-374 enumerntes
such public uses as slreels, wnlerways, pnrks, public buildings, but ndds
"all other public uses" and "reservations in, about, along, or leading lo
any or all or the same". I lowev'er, Ynn Pnllen y. City o[ Omnha, 94
N. W.2d 664 (Neb. 1959), limits the application of section 14-374 to
condemnations within a city plnn apr.rovedl by a city council.
See also§ 14-366, Nebraska Code (authorizing condemnations only for
. cerlain municipal utilities, for certain enumerated public lmprov(:ments
(streets, parks, etc.) nnd for "other needed public uses or purposes
authorized by lhis net", i.e., clrnpter 14 Oil cities of the "melropolilall
class", os defined by§ 14-IOI).
Uy cllles or the prlmnry doss: § 15-2!)(; Nebraska Code, authorizes

such cities "to purchase, lease, 11Jr otherw1~e acquire as authorized by
their home rule charters or slate: statutes.real estate ... within or witho the
limits o[ the city for its Use for II public purpose"..
Dy cities or lhe nrsl clnss: § 16-20 I, Nebraska Code, authorize:s such
cities "to purchase, lease, lease with optlon lo buy, or acquire by girt or
tie vise and to hold real ... property within 01r without the lhnils or the
city.. .for the use of the cityl in such manner nnd upon such lenns nntl
conditions as may be deemed In the best i111cresls or the city".
Uy cllles or lhe second clnss n111d by villages: § 17-50 I, Nebra!;kn
Code, authorizes such bodies "lo acquire niul hold real ... property within
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and without the limits or the city or village, for the use of the city or
village, ... and leas1:, lease with option to buy, or acquire by gift or devise
real... property".
Dy counties: § 23-104( I), Nebraska Code, authorizes counties "(l)o
- purchase and hold the real...estate necessary for the use of the county".
Nole that Nebraska counties are creatures or statute and have only such
powers as the legislature conrers upon them. Lindburg y, Bennett, 219
N.W. 851 (1928).

Nole on conscrvalllon easements: §§ 76-2, 111, et seq., Nebraska code,
authorize "(a)ny governmental body empowered lo hold an interest in
real property in this slate under the laws of this stale or the United
States" lo acquire :md hold conservation easements (§ 76-2, I I I(3)(a)).
This legislation Is a version of the Uniform Conservation Easement Act.
(cf. Kansas' recentlly enacted version) and authorizes conservation
easements for "the purpose of retaining or protecting the property in its
natural, scenic, or open condition, assurin its availability for agricultural,
horticultural, forest recreational, wildlife habitat, or open space use,
protecting nir qualHy, water quality, or other naturnl resources, or for
such other conservation purpose as may qualify as a charitable contribu·
lion under the Jnterna Revenue Code of 1954, as amended"(§ 762, 111 (a)(I )).

Other relevant statutory provisions:
General city planning enabling legislation: § 14-373, Nebraska code,,
mandates city planning by "an appropriate city board of official'' in cities
of the metropolitan class. § 15-903, Nebraska code, requires that zoning
by cities of the primary class be "in accordance with a comprehensive
plan". §§ 15-1 IOI lo 15- I I06, Nebraska code, mandate the establishment of planning departments in cities of the primary class. §§ 19-901
lo 19-929, Nebraska code, authorize zoning by cities of the first and
second class and by villages, but requires that such zoning be undertaken
only arter the establlishment of planning commissions and the adoption of
comprehensive plans.
General county plnnnlng enaliling leglslallon: § § 23-114 to 23-

114.05, Nebraska code, authorize zoning by counties, but require that
such zoning be undertake!' only after the establishment of planning

commissions and the adoption of comprehensive plans. § 13-30 I,
Nebraska code, declares that "the county government olr a county that
contains some or all portions of a city of the first class i:; strongly
encouraged to prepare a comprehensive development plan that meets the
requirements of§ 23-114.02" and adopt zoning and subdivision
regulations.
General regional development and planning enablin1~ legislatim11:
Nebraska recently created nine Nebraska Planning and 1Developme11t
Regions to assist in and coordinate planning nnd development efforts by
local governments. 1992 Neb. ALS 573, §§ 1-7.
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Transportation-Land Use Link: Literature Review
Abstract: Transportation decisions clearly affect land-use decisions, and

combinations of public: policies that rarely reinforce each other

land-use decisions clearly affect transportation systems. Urban theorists

and that often work al cross-purposes. One of the problems with

have addressed the cyclical land-use-transportation relatio11ship for

the literature on the subject is that it docs not include much that is

many decades, a11d economists have modeled it exlemively. Field studies

directed at mainstream planning practitioners. The literature

demonstrate what the economists have predicted and what ma11y

described below includes some relatively recent urban design

theorists have feared: tlu1t, in many ways, highways shape urban areas.

pieces and a handful of books directed to transporlatiorn planners.

Yet Ii Ille of that knowledge has found its way into planning practice, and

However, most of the rest of the literature is scholarly or theoreti-

land-11se pla1111ing a11d tra11sportatio11 pla11ni11g remain separate

cal. A few recent pieces, notably work by Anthony Downs (1992),

decision-making processes. Now that Congress has mandated that

are aimed al a broad public-policy audience but do not necessarily

transportation planners consider bo.rh land-use plans and the la11d-use

reach the planners who arc developing local plans.

impacts of their decisions, the literal'ure of planni11g practice should

The 1991 passage of the

fedcra~

Intennodal Surface Transpor-

draw on the theoretical and research literature a11d provide guida11ce to

tation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), some 45 years into the construc-

planners on how to ma11age the 1ra11sportation-land-11se cycle.

tion of the National Interstate and Defense Highway System,

The relationship between transportation and land use is a
complex one. Urban form, whether it is compact, multi-nodal, or

suggests that it is time to change all of that-time for local
planners and highway engineers lo work together. As stale
transportation and highway depariments begin to implement that

sprawling, has an enormous impact on the type and cost of

new law, and as urban designers revisit some "traditional"

transportation systems needed to serve residents of a metropolitan

transportation and land-use relationships, it is worth reviewing the

area. On the other hand, the type and location of major transporta-

literature to sec what planners ancJ engineers can learn from past

tion facilities greatly influences urban form. Stover and Koepke
( 1988) referred to the relationship as a cycle. Il is intuitively easy
for a planner or interested citizen to understand that suburbs that
grew up around railroad stations, like those of Chicago's North
Shore or Philadelphia's Main Lime, arc the kind of nodal-focused

plans and field experience.
decades, ranging from theoretical works to case studies and

communities that arc easiest to serve with fixed-rail transit; it is

the relationship, followed by a discussion of the economic

equally easy to understand the difficulty of retrofitting a fixed rail

principles involved in land-use and! location theory. It then

system to Los Angeles, which grew up around freeways (see, e.g.,

discusses some of the practical implications of public land-use

the comparison of Boston and Phoenix in Kain and Fauth 1977;

and transportation decisions in the context of these principles and

sec also Walbridge 1977).
Although the literature reflects a broad understanding of this

This article examines literature on this issue spanning six
practical recommendations for implementing improved planning
systems. It begins with a review of philosophical examinations of

then reviews the literatmc most often used by those who make
such decisions.

complex relationship, and some of that literature dates back many
decades, surprisingly liltlc of the learning from the literature has

Philosophical Examinations of the Relationship

been put into effect. Transportation planning and local "compre-

It seems important to sllarl with an examination of basic philoso-

hensive" planning (which often really means only "future land-

phies about transportati1on and the city. These essays pose basic

use" planning) continue to take place quite separately, resulting in

questions about the nature of the relationship. Some argue that
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transportation should be made to fit the city. Their starting point is
largely with cities like New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and great
world cities like London and Paris-all cities that grew up with
rail commuting. 'The urban form of those cities is highly compact
and typically oriented toward nodes of activity around railroad
stations. Attempting to preserve such cities and to make others
more like them is a strong argument for fixed-rail transit, for such
transit is an integral part of those cities. At the other extreme is the
argument that the modem city should be redesigned at lower
densities around an auto-oriented transportation system. TI1e one
area of agrcemernt in the essays is the need for better planningplanning for transportation as a system rather than as a collection
of discrete clements; and coordinating transportation and land-use
planning.
In a late 1950s essay entitled, Lewis Mumford (1963) warned:
Now that motorcars arc becoming universal, many people take for
granted that pedestrian movement will disappear and that the
railroad system will in time be abandoned; in fact, many of the
proponents of highway building talk as if that day were already
here, or if not, they have every intention of making it dawn
quickly. The: result is that we have actually crippled the motorcar,
by placing on this single means of transportation the burden for
every kind of travel. Neither our cars nor our highways can take
such a load. This over-concentration, moreover, is rapidly
destroying our cities, without leaving anything half as good in their
place (p 235).
In an article on "Urban Sprawl," William H. Whyte, Jr. (1958)
expressed concerns similar lo those of Mumford:
Under the provisions of the Federal I lighway Act of 1956, some
41,000 miles of new highway are going to be laid down, and the
effect, as the planners of the act have frankly declared, will be "to
disperse our factories, our stores, our people; in short, to create a
revolution in living habits."
The communities affected, however, have little to say about the
revolution; the act puts the program entirely in the hands of stale
highway engineers ....
But perhaps the most important feature of the new highway
program will be 1the location of the interchanges, for these will he

to the community of the future what river junctions and railroad
division points were in the past. The interchanges become the
nodes of new developments, and whatever ideas planners may
have had for the area, the pressure of land prices can be an
irresistible force for hit-or-miss development (p. 126).
Whyte was more optimistic than Mumford; he saw the possibility of good planning and coordination of transportation
systems, land development, and open space protection. Like
Mumford, however, he realized that the National Interstate and
Defense Highway System would forever change the urbarn form of
the United States.
Mumford did not oppose the highway system. He saw it as a
valuable resource for intercity transportation but as a threat if used
for commuting and other circulation within the city. Mumford
advocated a "townless highway" and its corollary, the
"highway less town," which he credited to Benton Mac Kaye
(1930). Mumford saw the highway system as a useful link
between metropolitan areas, but one that should feed a city
through linear arterials, rather than through "capillaries and
veins." Actually, MacKayc's ( 1928, 1930) approach was a little
different from Mumford's; he did use the term townlcss highway
but did not refer to a highway less town. As that semantic analysis
may suggest, the issue that he addressed was the impact of
development on highways, not the obverse. He was an early
advocate of limited access expressways and was not at all concerned by the implications of long-range commuting, focusing
only on what he saw as the benefits of such expressways:
The lawyer's son (or daughter) who aspires to a legal career need
not go and live in a large city nor in the suburbs of a large city; he
(or she) is enabled, physically, to live in the real country--by
private motor or community bus to be in the office promptly in the
morning and back again in the village in plenty of time fo1r supper
(MacKaye 1928, 163).
MacKaye's great fear was a strip of endless development along
the highway, something that he called "roadtown" (1930) and that
planners today call "strip commercial." To avoid the creation of
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roadtowns, he advocated a comhination of limited-access express-

lion?" (p 26). Although he acknowledged negative impacts of

ways and communities designed like Radburn, New Jersey, with

automobiles on cities, including the fact that suburbanization had

hierarchical street systems and residences facing only on the non-

simply tended to move llhe city's mistakes outwards, he also noted

arterial streets. It is ironic to note that MacKaye's worst fears have

that there were many reasons besides convenience why people

been realized, despite the implementation of an extensive system

might rationally move outward from the city center. Factors that he

of limited-access expressways and despite the fact that the

cited as considerations in that decision ranged from dise1~onomies

hierarchical street system has replaced the grid as the preferred

of scale in the hearts of large cities lo the need to disperse the

design of traffic engin.eers (Stover and Koepke 1988).

population in order to limit the impact of nuclear attacks; he cited

Lewis Mumford's view of the city and its relationship to the
automobile is in many ways similar to that of urban designer

Frank Lloyd Wright on the latter point.
Owen examined fixed-rail systems, buses, and automobiles as

Victor Gruen ( 1964), who called for "the taming of the motorcar".

modes of urban transportation. He saw the most untapped poten-

Gruen's ideal city included concentric beltways but no radial

tial in buses, although he also supported the early proposals for the

routes into the center of the city. His vision also incorporated

addition of fixed-rail systems to the Washington and San Fran-

pedestrian malls on Main Street, a largely-failed concept that he

cisco metropolitan areas. After examining all of the options,

included in many local plans developed by his consulting firm. It

however, he came out in favor of highways:

is an ironic historical note that Gruen is viewed by many as the
creator of a frequent destination of today's drivers-the indoor
shopping mall.
In his "1l1e Highway and the City", Mumford (1963) went on
to raise a fundamental question about transportation planning:
What's transportation for? This is a question that highway
engineers apparently never ask themselves, probably because they
take for granted the belief that transportation exists for the purpose
of providing suitable outlets for the motorcar industry. To increase
the number of cars, to enable motorists to go longer distances, to
more places, at higher speeds, !has become an end in itself.... The
purpose of transportation is to !bring people or goods to places
where they arc needed and to concentrate the greatest variety of
goods and people within a limited area, in order lo widen the
possibility of choice without making it necessary lo travel. A good
transportation system minimizes unnecessary transportation (p.
235).
Wilfred Owen eloquently made !he argument for proponents of
highways as the most modern and convenient form of transportation. In a much cited examination of The Metropolitan Transportation Problem (Owen [ 1956] 1966), he posed the broad question:
"Should the city adapt to the automobile or should transport
technology instead he adapted to existing patterns of urhaniza-

Only a total network of controlled-access expressways and
parking facilities can provide a skeleton that will supporil the giant
metropolis of the future. If only pairts of the highway network are
of satisfactory design, the skeleton is bound to collapse under the
weight of the peak-hour movement attracted by expressway
standards (Owen [ 1956.1 1966, 215).
In another publication, based at least in part on The Metropolitan Transportation Problem, Owen's ( 1968) vision of the: impact of
highways on the city solllnded more like .that of Mumford, although
with a different philosophical cast:
The big hope for moving around in urban areas is to move the
urban areas themselves around. We will have to attack the
congestion of moving by overcoming the congestion of living.
Metropolitan mobility depends on regional planning that creates a
more orderly arrangement of urban living and working ..... The
highway program, combined with urban renewal, is offering us the
chance (p. 242).
Owen's piece expressed great concern about sprawl and again
suggested some form of population limits and the movement of
employment centers out of the central city. He was convinced that
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"the highway program itself can help lo achieve the environment

good planning and regional cooperation. One of Owen's concepts

that is essential to its success. Highways are, in fact, one of the

may have been farther ahead of its time than others, or perhaps

most potent tools of the planner. The highway system forms the

just wrong. He suggested that "the helicopter, convertiplane, or

skeleton of the giant metropolis" (p. 243).
Although a true believer in the highway system, Owen ([ 19561

other direct-lift aircraft will some day furnish the transportation
service necessary to spread the urban traffic load over a wider

1966) was thinking far ahead of most highway advocates of the

area" (Owen [1956] 1966, p. 214). The implications of helicopter

1950s and well ahead of many transportation planners in the

suburbs is perhaps best left to a later piece.

1990s. Among tlhe concepts that he advocated were the following:

Urban designers Arthur Gallion and Simon Eisner ( 1950) had

support improved peak-hour transit service .... rather

made a similar argument in a classic text a decade before Owen:
II is sometimes claimed that the motor vehicle created the
congestion of cities. The opposite is true. TI1e extent of the city
was only 2 or 2' miles in r adius in the days of the horse-car. The
electric street car expanded the radius to 5 miles with a travel time
of about one-half hour each way. The automobile stretched this
radius to 15 miles in the same travel time. The only relief from
congestion has been possible because of the motor vehicle. It is an
unplanned and obsolete street and transportation system and
excessive population density that have caused congestion (p. 193).
Gallion and Eisner argued that the solution to urban congestion

than to subsidize little used rural roads" (p. 217);

was to solve the parking problem entirely with surface-level, off-

•condemnation of excess right-of-way to be used
for controlled commercial development along the
expressways (p. 215);
•use of pricing policies, including tolls on urban
expressways, to control transportation demand,
parti1cularly at peak hours (pp. 216, 218);
• pooling of financing for all metropolitan area
transportation, so that highway users might "help

•combined governance of metropolitan transporta-

street parking, an approach that "would lead to a gradual balance

tion systems, a logical corollary of the concept of

between building floor space and open ground space. It would also

pooling funding (p. 218);

lead to a gradual removal of blighted structures" (p. 20 I).

•staggered hours "for working, shopping and
school" (p 222); and, last but not least
•"both population limits and geographical

A decade later, a group of RAND researchers (Meyer ct al.
1965) took a position much nearer that of Owen than that of
Whyte and Mum ford. They concluded that the dispersal of both

limits ... on urban development. There is increasing

industry and housing would have occurred with or without the

evidence of the need for directing more urban growth

convenience of the freeway system and regardless of the availabil-

into new towns and existing smaller towns. This

ity of transit. They cited both technological and economic: factors

would seem preferable to the overcrowding that

in support of their conclusions. The economics were not complex.

modern transportation now makes unnecessary, or lo

They found that workers with larger families traded increased

the endless sprawl that modern transport has made

transportation cost and time for larger homes on larger lots in the

possible" (p 222).

less-expensive suburbs. Also leading to dispersal were urban

In short, Owen saw many of the problems that concerned
Mumford :md Whyte. He simply saw more opportunities to solve

problems and the need of industry for sprawling, one-story

them with a highway-dominated metropolitan transportation

assembly-line plants to replace the multi-story factories of the first
half century or so of the Industrial Revolution. One of their

system. Interestingly, many of those were heavily dependent on

conclusions, however, seems somewhat at variance with their
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notion that the highways were incidental to the changes. By

transportation before "the rubber city" kept cities reasonably

modeling the elasticity of demand, ·an economic concept used to

compact and contiguous.

measure how sensitive consumers are to price changes, they

Basic theory about the relationship between land-use and

concluded that consumers were wedded to their autos-price

transportation is rooted in economic concepts, which are, in turn,

increases did not easily innucnce them to switch modes of travel.

based on notions of consumer behavior. "The Journey to Work" in

Freeway convenience was clearly a major factor in people's

1951, an early theoretical look at the issue by the American

growing attachment to the automobile and, indeed, the RAND

Society of Planning Officials (ASPO), recognized that the major

team found that all urban transporlation systems worked surpris-

issue that concerned most consumers was not the distance of their

ingly well when viewed in context; they noted in particular that it

residence from where they worked but the length of time that it

was unrealistic for commuters to expect the highways to function

took them to travel that distance. 111e ASPO report introduced the

as smoothly at peak hour as they would during the rest of the day.
In their conclusion, the RAND team, like Owen earlier,

transportation planners continue to use to geographically represent

use of "iso-time" lines, the irregular modifications of circles that

with higher peak-hour charges, as a method of demand management. Like Owen, they hoped for technological improvements to

the travel-time relationslhip of different parts of the community to
the center-city. 111at report focused on the importance of accessibility in determining land uses, with particular emphasis on new
industries (employers) and new housing developments. The

improve the efficiency of highways. Some of their recommenda-

"journey to work" as measured by the time-based iso-time zones

tions, such as metered access at peak hours and priority access or

was presented as an important factor in detem1ining appropriate

priority lanes for buses have now been implemented in many

locations for industrial and residential development. In one sense,

cities. Like Owen, they saw increased use of helicopters and other
aircraft for commuting. Unlike Owen, however, they strongly
opposed subsidies from highway users or others to urban transit

this was an early argument for adequate public facility standards
(discussed below), although the report did not go so far as lo
suggest that local governments go beyond zoning lo control the

systems.

location of new development.
A decade later, Lowdon Wingo ( 1961) outlined his economic

Theoretical Analyses of the Flelationship

model of the relationship in Transportation and Urban Land.

emphasized the need to manage the transportation resource,
particularly highways. Like Owen, they suggested the use of tolls,

Before turning to field studies of tlhe relationship between

Although the ASPO report discussed the costs of the journey to

transportation systems and land use, it is important to consider

work, the emphasis there was on the length of that journey as

what those studies might show-to fonn a sort of minihypothcsis

measured by the clock. In contrast, Wingo placed the emphasis on

as a context for reviewing the field studies.

money. He argued that a rational consumer would spend a fixed

In what may be the longest view of transportation and urban

amount on the combinaliion of transportation (commuting) and

from, Schaeffer and Sclar ( 1975) offered their history of urban

housing and that the amount "spent" on commuting would include

form, beginning with "the walking city" and then evolving to the

some recognition of the value of the time spent on the journey.

"tracked city" and, finally, "the rubber city." They argued that a

Four years later, a book !based on sulbstantial field research (Meyer

lack of transportation created the earliest cities, because people

cl al. 1965) supported Wingo's theory without citing it, noting that

needed to he near each other, and that the relative scarcity of

workers employed at high-density workplaces have an option
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between higher transportation expenditures and higher housing

inputs and the ability lo make substitutions of capital for labor,

costs and many choose to make longer and costlier work-trips

labor for capital, or capital for land (perhaps building a taller

from the suburbs in order to obtain more cheaply the housing and

building) as key variables in determining land rents. In a separate

yard space they want (p. 119).

work, Mills (I 972a) discussed both Alonso's and Wingo's models

William Alonso (1964) developed a logical corollary of this

in the context of his urban economic theory. He criticized both,

theory in his frequently-cited Location and Land Use. It has been

basically on the grounds that they were too simple. TI1e essence of

called by another theorist "the most complete and general model

the critiques is that the models are imperfect predictors of particu-

of urban location theory" (Mills I 972a, 67). Alonso described a

lar land values under particular circumstances. Nothing in those

model of urban land values. TI1e important variables in the model

critiques contradicts the fundamental notion that accessibility is a

were location of the land in relation to the center city and transpor-

key element in land value and use.

tation. Alonso hypothesized that the difference in land values of

All of these models accepted accessibility essentially as an
uncontrolled variable. None of them discussed (although presum-

various parcels would vary inversely with the transportation cost
from each parcel to the center city. His model, like Wingo's,
suggests that the highest values will attach to property which has
the best access to the center city. It is interesting to note that
Wingo's and Alonso's works were contemporaneous but independent (see discussion in Alonso 1964, p 15, note 26). Wingo cited
the unpublished 1960 dissertation version of Alonso's work, and
Alonso's book then cited Wingo's work.

ably each of the authors would acknowledge) the implications for
their work if accessibility were considered to be a controllable
variable. Building a new radial highway from the center city to a
suburb expands the boundary of the iso-time zones further out
from the city along that route, thus making locations all along that
route relatively more attractive for the location of residential or

Some time earlier, Hoover ( 1948) had developed a much more
complex model of the local land .market. It recognized that access

industrial development (ASPO 1951 ). Because of the increased
accessibility, residences along that route will have increased value
to consumers, who now must spend less commuting time (and

is more important to some industries than others and that inherent

possibly money) to reach those residences or sites of potential

qualities of land (such as soil type), may affect the value of that

residences (Wingo 1961 ). For exactly that reason, and confirming

land to some producers (such as agriculture) and not others.

Alonso's model, land along that route will increase in value-a

Nonetheless, Hoover's model recognized the physical "transfer

fact that also recognizes the increased attractiveness of such land

costs" of goods as a key factor in valuing particular sites for
particular uses. He cited a Chicago report, noting that accessibility

for development, such attractiveness being the private sect.or's
corollary of the public sector's recognition of the increased

for industries had first been defined by river frontage, then by rail
access, and, more recently and only in part, by truck access. Mills
( 1972h) also developed a more complex model of the urban land
market. Like Hoover (whom he did not cite), Mills recognized that

appropriateness of development along that route.
Schaeffer and Sclar ( 1975) approached this economic relationship differently. They argued that "most of the benefits of mban

transportation was an important variable, hut not the only variable,
in determining lrnnd rents and thus land values. Hoover had
focused on the inherent characteristics of land (based on tradi-

as real estate developers, retailers and employers whose land or
services have become accessible through the existence of transportation" (p. 121 ). Therefore, their argument continued, it is not
rational to require that transportation systems he user-funded, if

tional agricultural economics), hut Mills emphasi1.ed production

transportation accrue not to the traveler, but to third parties such
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the traveler is considered to be the user. They urged a combination
of peak-hour surcharges for using highways and of gasoline-tax
subsidies for mass transit as a method of limiting the subsidies to
drivers and balancing the economic impacts of highways on cities.
In a more recent effort, de la Barra ( 1989) has outlined a
method of integrated land use and transport modeling. In it, he
cited the work of Alonso, Wingo and others; he also cited other
models that examine behavior without attempting to determine
why it occurs, as Hoover, Wingo and other economists have done.
De la Barra's model recognized the interactive nature of land use
and transportation systems, with feedback loops demonstrating
how a change in land use affects related transportation systems
and how a change in transportation systems affects accessibility
and probable future land-use decisions. His book gave examples
of applications of the model to both land use and transportation
planning decisions in Brazil.
Viewing the relationship from tlhc other perspective, Pushkarev
and Zupan ( 1977) examined what kind of development works well
with fixed-rail public transit. Their findings were the following:
• At densities between I and 7 dwellings per acre,
transit use is minimal.
•A density of7 dwellings per acre appears to be a
threshold above which transit use increases sharply.
• At densities above 60 dwellings per acre, more than
half the trips tend to be made by public transportation (p.
173).
This, of course, brings back full-force the chicken-egg nature
of the problem. If one views public: transit as desirable, it can exist
only with relatively high density development. Yet, the models
suggest (and studies cited below illustrate) that contemporary,
highway-oriented cities arc unlikely to evolve al the kinds of high
densities necessary to support transit use.
There are a number of other theoretical models of the relationship between transportation and land-use, all built on basic
concepts of how individuals and business-organizations make site-

location decisions, all of which-comes back to basic pri111ciples of
economic behavior. For the scholar particularly interested in those
models, both Deakin (1991) and de la Barra (de la Barra 1989)
included good bibliographics, and de la Barra summarized and
compared many of the models before outlining his own. Handy's
( 1992) bibliography, discussed in the following section, also
contains several theoretical models.

Applied Analyses of the Relationship
A 1975 study examined the impacts of public investments in
infrastructure on development patterns in the Boston, Denver,
Twin Cities, and Washington, D.C. (Environmental Impact Center
1975):
A basic conclusion of this study, supported by both the literature
review and the statistical analyses, is that public infrastrncture
investment can have an important impact on the location, type and
magnitude of development, particularly for single-family homes.
The strong relationship with singk-family homes should be
interpreted as meaning that the secondary effects are paI"licularly
strong at the urban fringe since tliis is where most single-family
home construction has taken place over the last two decades (p. I).
The report noted that earlier studies (those cited were unpublished local government studies) had found that "highways have
little inOuence on single--family, low-density residential land use"
(Environmental Impact Center 1975, 7). However, the studies
cited were dated before major construction on the interstate
highway system began, a factor that clearly caused a paradigm
shift in many transportation models. By 1975, the authors concluded:
The available evidence suggests 1hat households and businesses
prefer good access by highway, all other factors held constant. In
terms of actual locatiion, single-family housing constructiion has a
tenuous connection to new highways, multi-family residential and
commercial development appear to be influenced by highways;
and the relationship of industrial development to highways is
unclear (Environmental Impact Center 1975, 8).
They also found that the greatest impact of infrastructure
investment occurred where there were large quantities of undcvel-
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oped land at a reasonable price-in other words, where developers

to trigger economic development, Moon ( 1987) used case studies

had a choice of multiple locations in which to build. Not surpris-

in Kentucky to illustrate how interstate highway interchanges

ingly, they found that the impact of such investments was signifi-

reshape rural communities. A 1971 bibliography contained an

cantly greater where there existing levels of access to dcvclopable

examination of the planning and regulatory issues related to

areas were not good. TI1e authors found local land-use controls to

highway interchanges (Mason 1971 ), and a 1974 bibliography

be so ineffective as not to be significant factors in most of their

contained a large section of material on the same topic (Chipman

examples.

ct al. 1974).

A year later, the Council on Environmental Quality published a

The notion that highway investments shape growth within a

slim report entitled The Growth Shapers (Urban Systems Research

region is entirely consistent with Alonso's model of land rents,

& Engineering 1976). This well-illustrated, 72-page report, noted,

with Hoover's model of economic location decisions and, Wingo's

The link between infrastructure investments and land use changes
has long been recognized in a general way, but little has been done
to control the design and location of new infrastructure. Instead,
the tactic has been to attempt to reduce the negative impacts of
unplanned growth with tools such as zoning, subdivision controls,
and local planning. These techniques often fail, particularly when
land use is changing rapidly, as it often does following construction of new infrastructure. Changing the design of the infrastructure itself can be an effective additional control method, reinforcing the effectiveness of the other land use control (p. 5).
The Growth Shapers was not a scholarly report, and it at-

commutingn1ousing cost model. Under any of these models, a new

tempted to prove nothing. It simply used case studies and theoretical examples to iillustrate its fundamental point, w.hich is that
infrastructure investments-particularly those in highways, mass

road makes land with access to it relatively more accessible and
thus more attractive to particular types of development (Hoover)
or more valuable (Alonso) or simply more valuable for residential
purposes (Wingo). All of this-is entirely consistent with fi111dings
that new highways will not bring economic development to a
stagnant area-a small change in one factor will not greatly
change demand. Viewed more simply, if no one is buying, simply
making land more attractive will not make it sell (sec, generally,
Deakin 1991).
Although The Growth Shapers (Urban Systems Research &
Engineering 1976) was the first study of its kind directed to an

transit and sewer Jines-shape the growth that occurs in metro-

audience of public officials, a number of studies of particular

politan areas.

communities have yielded results supporting the hypothesis of the

TI1e use of the word shape is important. No one has asserted

growth shapers. In the mid- I 950s, Clarkstown, New York, adopted

that infrastructure investment causes growth. Careful examination

what may have been the first local-growth management program in

suggests that a lack of transportation facilities may discourage

the country when construction of the Tappan Zee Bridge brought it

economic development in a particular area and that excellent

within convenient commuting distance of New York City;

transportation facilities may, in theory, give one region an advan-

Ramapo, its more famous neighbor to the west, adopted a similar

tage over another. However, with the well-developed highway

program a decade later when the completion of a New York State

system throughout the continental United States, it is unlikely that

TI1ruway link further extended the convenient iso-time zo111es of

construction of a new road in an area that is not otherwise

New York City to include it (see Kelly 1993a, p. 78).

attractive to growth will stimulate economic development there.

Most of the discussion in the literature concerns the relation-

(Kraft et al. 1971; Forkenbrock ct al. 1990). While Porkenbrock

ship of automobiles, and automobile commuting, to the urban area

and his colleagues found that rnral highways alone were unlikely

and urban form in pnrticular. The automobile, however, is not the
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only vehicle that has changed urban land patterns. Schaeffer and

beltways around Atlanta, Baltimore, Columbus, Louisville, the

Sclar ( 1975) argued that the truck caused earlier changes to the

twin cities of Minneapolis-St. Paul, Omaha, Raleigh, and San

city than the automobile.

Antonio. Their findings were the following:

Before the truck, industry had to locate in the urban core or at

• "Interstate: 285 has affected the distributiorn and

railroad sidings. Since these sites were limited, good industrial

location of new development in the Atlanta SMSA. .. .it

land was scarce. With truck transport any area with serviceable

contributed to dispersal of economic activity bU1t was not

roads and not too far from the core could become an acceptable

the major factor in this process" (p 7).

site (p. 84).
Using data from Boston, they noted that several major indexes
of industrial activity showed that there was a rapid shift of such

•In the Baltimore area, "The counties' permissive
planning posture and their competition with the city were
more critical factors to stimulating suburban development

activity from the core to "inner-ring" communities (within two to

than was the existence of the beltway, although its

six miles of the core) beginning in 1914. Industrial land uses, once

presence probably added momentum to the dispersal

concentrated along railroad lines, now generally adjoin major

process" (p 9).

highways. In this way, too, the highway shapes the city.

•" ... Columbus' beltway provided regional benefits
without adversely affecting the CBD because of the city's

Although most of the cited stud!ies of the impact of highways
on cities rely on the evidence of experience, Nelson ( 1950)

strong political leadership, which combined an aggres-

foresaw both that radial highways would "compound congestion"

sive annexation policy with an active commitment to

in the urban core and that they would facilitate and expedite urban

downtown, as illustrated by several major tax increment

flight. He argued for the "planning and rebuilding of compact and

and tax abatement financed renewal efforts. Coordination

pleasant cities" (p. 122).

of transportation and land use planning, and the powerful

The notion that transportation influences growth patterns is

influence of the timing and location of Interstate projects

hardly new. Philadelphia's toniest suburbs have long been referred

also underlie the positive impact of the bell way in the

to as "the Main Line," recognizing their location along the

region" (p 10).

commuter stations of the old Pennsylvania Railroad Main Line-

•"From a regional perspective, the [Louisville] case

the transportation link that led to their development in the last part

demonstrates growth dynamics only vaguely perceived in

of the nineteenth century. Warner ( 1962) made a rigorous study of

the comprehensive plans prepared by local officials and

the pattern of growth from 1870 lo 1900 in the Streetcar Suburbs

planning consultants" (pp 11-12).

of Boston. Like such later studies as The Growth Shapers, Warner

• In the Twin Cities, "[t]hc belt has had no discernible

noted that the suburban expansion was a function of the expansion

fiscal impact upon the central city, for other forces far

of several types of infrastructure, of which transportation was

outweighed the outward pull of the belt, and these have

probably the dominant one.

been partially mitigated by active community concern for

In a 1980 study, two consulting firms under contract to the U.S.

the viability of llhe downtowns .... Committed leaders of

Departments of Transportation andl the Department of Housing

the business community working closely with cilty

and Urban Development exainined the land use and urban

planning departments have created a successful iinnova-

development impacts of beltways (Payne-Maxie Consultants and
13fayncy-0ye!I 1980). The consultants examined the imn:wl<; nf

tivc and far-reaching revitali1.ation program for the
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downtowns, particularly in Minneapolis" (p 13).
• In Omaha, the study found that highways were

economic forces unleashed by the growth shapers. The communities that succeeded in managing growth did so not through land-

important, but not the beltway. "Interstate 80, running out

usc controls, but through the control of sewer and waler and

of town to the southwest, has been a much more impor-

through annexation policies; this should have alerted the authors

tant focus for the growth allowed to slip out of central

to the possibility that land use controls arc inadequate to stop

Omaha by very pem1issivc land use policies. The Omaha

these economic forces. A study published several years earlier

Industrial Strip, 90 percent of which is comprised of

(Clawson 1971) found that zoning was not an effective tool to

firms previously located near downtown, has grown up

direct suburban growth. That is not a particularly surprising

over the last 30 years between 1-80 and the main line of

finding, because zoning was developed as a tool to maintain

the Union Pacific Railroad. Residential suburbanization

established neighborhoods, not as a tool to manage the develop-

has occlllrrcd to the southwest where utilities were easily

ment of the suburbs (see, generally, Kelly 1988).

available and access to the downtown via 1-80 maintained

The beltways illustrate the changing nature of the relationship

Omaha's reputation as the 'twenty-minute city'" (p 14).
•"Like Columbus, Raleigh's strong annexation policy
and control over water and sewer service resulted in the

among highways, urban form, and commuting patterns. The early
urban highways, like the earlier transit systems, were generally
continuous routes that went through (or near) the urban core,

retention of beltway-related activity within the city,

serving lands in two directions; or they were radial routes,

minimizing adverse fiscal effects of outlying development" (p 15).

which go around the urban areas generally near the fringe, are

•"From a planning perspective, the San Antonio case
study shows how highways can influence development

primarily linking the urban core with outlying areas. Beltways,
something quite different. Although they were conceived in part to
divert the "interstate" part of traffic on urban freeways around the

patterns in the absence of explicit land use policies and

urban core, they serve another purpose as well--commuting to

maps, restrictive zoning regulations, and comprehensive

destinations other than to the urban core.

infrastructure improvement programming" (p 17).
In sum, the study found that highways were an enormous

Planners have hoped to reduce congestion by achieving a jobshousing balance in various subsectors of the metropolitan iregion;

influence on urban form. Interestingly, the success of the Raleigh

the idea is to provide people with the job opportunities near their

and Columbus cases was not that they maintained a more compact

homes and thus to reduce the need for commuting (Giuliano 1991;

urban form but that they were able to expand their city limits

Cervero 1989a; sec, e.g., Montgomery County Planning Board

through annexation in order to keep the sprawling beltway

1990). Giuliano ( 1991) noted that "jobs-housing balance is a new

development within the legal (and fiscal) jurisdiction of the

label for a planning concept that has a long history; the balanced

respective city governments. Omaha illustrated the power of the

or self-contained community... [is] one in which residents can both

combination of the growth shapers, where the availability of sewer

live and work" (p. 305). The mere transfer of employment centers

and water reinforced the availability of transportation (there
measured in time, "the twenty-minute city") to attract development

out of the urban core does not solve the problem, however.
Despite a large increase in suburban employment opportunities,

to the southwest. A defect in the analysis is the authors' rather

commuting in major metropolitan areas has increased (Ccrvcro

naive assumption that land use controls might overcome the

I 989h). That is not particularly surprising, for, as Giuliano (1991)
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noted, "it is not clear that living close lo work is a high priority for

access to mass transit in the San Francisco Bay Area of California

most people" (p. 308). Giuliano found that the relationship is far

had tangible value to consumers, and that the consumers living in

more complex than it seems and thus difficult to manage. For

the transit-oriented projects were much more likely than others to

example, different types of housirng attract different kinds of

use the system (Bernick and Carroll 1991 ). Interestingly, although

people. Thus, it is necessary to balance the types of housing with

developers were satisfying consumer's demand for such projects,

the types of jobs, as well as to balance the raw numbers. Further, it
is not clear that a particular municipality or even a county within a

they apparently did not place a premium price on the larnd or on

metropolitan region is necessarily the appropriate geographical

the units that they built on it (Bernick and Carroll 1991 ).
Using land in the Baltimore area, Czamanski ( 1966) sought to

unit within which to measure such a balance.

determine the effect of public investments on urban land values.

Cervero (I 989b ), still seeking the jobs-housing balance while

He hypothesized that accessibility would be a key predictor of

acknowledging the traffic problems associated with current

land values, but he used a more sophisticated concept of predict-

suburban employment centers, argued for a much more sophisti-

ability than Alonso's model had suggested. Czamanski necognized

cated system of managing transportation and land-use systems.

that within a metropolitan area, there arc important funcltions at

tion investments have an impact on land-use patterns, although the

multiple locations, ranging from shopping to employment to health
care and education. He thus constmcted an accessibility index to

answer will be intuitively obvious to many readers. Using the

urban functions and computed that index for each of the test

twenty-minute city example suggested above, construction of a
new radial highway leading out from the central city increases the

parcels. From his empirical analysns, he found that "the value of
all types of urban land depends to a very high extent (often to the

supply of land that falls within a twenty-minute commuting
distance; it also, of course, increases the supply of land within five
minutes, ten minutes and fifteen minutes. That makes residences
on the land more attractive to consumers and thus makes the land

point of exclusion) upon the Accessibility Index as defined in this
study" (Czamanski 1966, 211 ).
The relationship between transportation and land use is not one
way. As Stover and Koepke (1988) have suggested, it is a cycle.

more allractive to developers and, presumably, more valuable.

Transportation facilities influence land-use patterns, which in turn

It is worth considering briefly 1he question of why transporta-

Stover and Koepke ( 1988) gave a dramatic example: from 1957 to

influence transportation demand. Handy (1992) synthesized the

1970, vehicle registrations in San Diego nearly doubled; thanks lo

research from a number of reports on how land use patters affect

the construction of 166 miles of freeway in the same period,

travel patterns. Among her conclusions are the following:

however, the land area within twenty peak-hour minutes of the
central business district tripled (p. 3).
Because accessibility is important to housing consumers, it is
important to developers. A Twin Cities study found that the

• Density: Higher densities decrease the number of
trips taken [per dwelling unit], the percent auto, and total
energy, but decrease speed and may increase trip
length ....

availability of highway access was a checklist item that might

•Activity mix: the influence of the mix of activities on

eliminate a site from consideration by a developer early in the

travel has been less extensively and less consistently
explored. Studies show a weak link between land use mix

review process (Baerwald 1981 ). A late 1920s study found a
positive correlation between transi1t access and land values in New
York City (Spengler 1930). A study seventy years later found that

within specific areas and travel patterns for these areas ....
• Johs decentralization: the net impact on travel and
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energy use is uncertain (p. 3).
Handy's annotated bibliography included a number of works

but also criticized Newman and Kenworthy's focus on the single
goal of reducing gasoline consumption; Gordon and Richardson

cited here. Her general conclusions arc entirely consistent with

also raised the issue of the strong personal preference for the

those of others mentioned (e.g., Pushkarev and Zupan 1977;

convenience of the automobile in the United States and noted that

Ccrvero I 989a), although not all agree with her conclusion that

the increase in suburb-to-suburb commuting and non-work trips

higher densities reduce the number of trips. It is important to

make it more difficult to realize Newman and Kenworthy"s goal of

remember that trips per acre of land will increase with higher

replacing much automobile travel with trips by light rail. 'n1ey ·

densities, because there will be more dwelling units per.acre and

ignored a key point raised by Gomez-Ibanez, which is the choice

thus more people per acre. It is trips per dwelling unit that will

of subsidy patterns by various government agencies, and they

presumably be reduced. However, that is not always true. One of

failed lo discuss how reduced highway subsidies might affect the

the factors affecting such an assertion is that the occupancy of

strong personal preference for automobiles.

higher density dwelling units is likely to be significantly different
from the occupancy of single-family detached units (see discussion of l11e Costs of Sprawl [Real Estate Research Corporation

There have been a number of other studies of the impacts of
particular facilities and a few more general studies not mentioned
here. Handy (1992), Chipman, ct al. (1974), and Mason (1971) all

1974] below, particularly the critiques by Altshuler (1977] and

offer good bibliographics. There is, of course, fertile ground here

Windsor [ 1979]). To put it simply, the older people and younger

for additional research. A 1991 symposium on "Transportation,

people who typically occupy apartments are likely to generate

Urban Form, and the Environment" posed more questions than

fewer trips per household than are the families who typically

answers and suggested extensive additional areas for research

occupy houses.

(Transportation Research Board 1991 ). l11e thrust of the sugges-

Newman and Kenworthy (I 989a) expanded their earlier

tions, however, was not to question the strong link between

Australian study of the relationship between transportation

transportation and urban form but rather to suggest a greater need

systems and urban densities to include thirty-two cities from

to understand its details as the basis for future public policy

around the globe (see Newman and Kenworthy l989b for an

analyses. One can, of course, wait for perfect answers before

overlapping discussion of the data that appeared in journal form).

beginning to act. On the other hand one can begin lo act in logical

In their study, they found a high correlation between high density

ways while continuing to analyze the issue, the typical and

and transit dependence, a finding that is hardly surprising and that

necessary behavior of public planners in many contexts. Some

reinforces the more theoretical work of Schaeffer and Sclar

have even argued that it is impossible in so complex a society to

( 1975). As a solution to the problem of automobile dependence,

obtain a complete set of information about any problem and that it

they suggested tlhe reurbanization of smaller cities at densities

is thus always necessary to act with imperfect knowledge

sufficient to discourage the use of automobiles. In his review of

(Braybrooke and Lindblom 1963). While continued rcsca1rch in

their book, Gomez-Ibanez ( 1991) pointed out that correlation did

this field is clearly desirable, this article now turns to the substan-

not necessarily amount lo causation; other factors also innuencc

tial theoretical, empirical, and anecdotal data linking transporta-

modal choices, such as incomes, gasoline prices and public

tion and land-use decisions.

policies to subsidize various m.cans of transportation. In an earlier
critique. Gonion and Richardson ( 1989) raised similar objections
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Is this knowledge important?

The failure to confront commuters with the true social costs of

The discussion so far has focused! generally on the fact that

their driving alone during congested periods has two other ill

transportation facilities and land-use innuence each other. Studies

effects. It understates the cost of living in low-density patterns and

discussed above show that, both in theory and in the field,

lends to an overinvestment in highways. Both outcomes contribute

different patterns of urban development are best served by

to an excessive spreading out of American metropolitan areas.

different types of transportation systems. Similarly, the location

That raises energy costs, increases infrastructure costs, increases

and type of transportation improvements play a critical role in

vehicle-miles traveled, and worsens air pollution (p. 142).

determining urban form. As these studies, and others cited above,
indicate, the type of development facilitated by and best served by

Hanson ( 1992) developed a detailed model of highway
subsidies using figures available through reports on transportation

highways is suburban sprawl (see, generally, Kelly I993a).

financing in Wisconsin . Note that the amount of the subsidy is

Whereas fixed-rail systems, reinforced by appropriate land-use

considerably greater if computed on a marginal cost basis,

controls, can encourage nodal subcommunity development around

recognizing that peak-hour users are the most expensive users of

railroad and transit stations, highways allow if not encourage
dispersal of population and activi1ly over a wide area. Of course,

any system and that the subsidies are thus greatest to commuters
(Schaeffer and Sclar 1975, 131 ).
But is that a problem? If people in the United States want to

sprawl cannot be blamed entirely on highways. 111ey have merely
facilitated choices that consumers seem inclined to make. As

live in sprawling suburbs, should public policy makers dlispute that

Milwaukee County Executive David Schulz ( 1991) noted at a

choice? Although few public officials are likely to want to try to

conference on research on transportation and urban form:

stop sprawl as a few communities have done, there is substantial

I believe that those of us concerned with transportation in urban
America can no longer wait for people to start to behave as we
would like them to: living in compact, high density, residential
development patterns; traveling short distances to work along
well-defined corridors to destinations in orderly, compact business
districts; using public transit in large numbers ... ; planning their
non work travel in orderly and efficient ways; and being very
socially conscious in their selection and very limited personal use
of an automobile (p. 12).
What highways do is to change one of the variables in the

reason for public officials not to subsidize or facilitate it. 1ne
basis of that reason is economic. In a period when the nation is
suffering from disinvestment in infrastructure (National Council
on Public Works Improvement 1988), the additional cost of
serving sprawling development is a matter of great publiic concern.
Does it really cost more to serve sprawling development?
Definitely. The first major study to suggest such a conclusion was
The Costs of Sprawl (R1eal Estate Research Corporation 1974), a
study that was criticized at the time for weaknesses in its method-

economic formula that Wingo hypothesized and that others

ology. One of the principle defects in its comparison of the costs

confirmed: they make longer commutes less time-consuming and

of providing public services to various development types was that

thus less costly than they would otherwise be. Thus, when the

the dwelling units in the different development types were quite

consumer is making the choice between a more costly house and a

different, suggesting different occupancies. Thus, the high density

more costly commute, the time factor in the cost of commuting is

development with I0,000 units was cheaper to serve than the

artificially reduced by the highway. Many argue that it is subsi-

sprawling development with the same number of units in part
hecause it would have a smaller population (see, generally,

dized. As Anthony Downs ( 1992) has recently nrgued:
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Altshuler 1977; Windsor 1979). However, even one of the critics

scattered, or exurban, development. For roadways in particular,

of the study found significant fiscal savings for roads and other

the study team found that the stale recovered a much smaller

puhlic facilities in the more compact development types (Windsor

portion of its capital and operating costs from gasoline taxes and

1979).

other sources for satellite and scattered residential communities

In his 1989 literature review, James Frank calculated the
difference in capital costs for different types of development and
development in different locations. Increasing single-family

than for other development types (James Duncan and Associates
et al. I 989a, p 20).
A commission in Maryland used the Florida team's figures and

densities from I lllnit per acre to 5 units per acre reduced capital

methodology and computed some dramatic statewide figures . It

costs for streets from $12,308 per unit to $7 ,526 and reduced
utility capital costs from $19,789 to $8,843. Capital costs for

computed a potential saving of 15 percent in capital costs, some
$1.2 billion over 15 years, by encouraging compact and contiguous development rather than allowing the current trend of sprawl
to continue (The Governor's Commission on Growth in the

townhouses were: calculated at $6,785 for roads and $6,019 for
utilities. Reductions were even more dramatic for multi-family
units, with multi-family units at 30 units per acre involving less
than 30 percent of the capital costs for roads and about 20 percent
of the capital cosits for utilities of single-family units on one-acre
lots (Frank 1989, 40). It is important to note that even where local
government passies the increased capital costs on to developers
(and probably to consumers), the local government will continue
to bear the maintenance costs; and, of course, maintenance costs
are higher for longer streets and utility lines serving more dispersed development.
The figures in the previous paragraph are primarily of interest
to local officials, who either bear or assess to developers most of
those costs. A different set of figures from Frank's synthesis
should be of great interest to highway planners. He found incremental capital costs ranging from roughly $6,000 per unit up to
$14,000 per unit lo serve residential development in close-in but
leapfrog locations five and ten miles from major urban service
centers (Frank 19'89, 40). That is exactly the sort of exurban

Chesapeake Bay Region 1991 ). Savings for roads alone were
projected at $700 million over 15 years, or some 25 percent.
Some of the savings computed in any of these studies results
from more efficient use of existing infrastructure rather than from
absolute savings. If a new development takes place along a major
arterial road with adequate capacity to absorb the traffic from it,
the marginal capital road or highway cost for that project is
arguably zero. On the other hand, if that same development is built
in an area served only by a gravel road that must be upgraded or in
an area with overloaded highways that will have lo be widened lo
accommodate traffic from the project, there is a measurable
marginal cost to serve that development. The Maryland study
commission acknowledged that much of its projected savings
resulted from such efficiencies. If such savings arc possible from
better use of existing facilities in a state containing portions of two
congested metropolitan areas (Baltimore and Washington), then
clearly there is similar potential for savings elsewhere.

development that radial highways and beltways facilitate.
The state of Florida hired a team of consultants to compare the

Can We Use this Knowledge?

actual capital and operating costs of existing development patterns
in Florida (James Duncan and Associates cl al. I 989a, I 989b ).

Scholars and others have been writing about the land~use transportation rclalionship for the better part of a century. Yet, al least in

Not surprisingly, the team found significantly lower capital costs

the United States, there appears to he almost a negative learning
curve. As the discussion ahovc suggests, traffic has conlinued to

for compact and contiguous development patterns than for
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increase, even as jobs have followed people lo Lhe suburbs. Is Lhis

low-density, but they are generally zoned free of even basic retail

an uncontrollable cycle, so rooted in personal preferences lhal

and service businesses (for a general discussion, see Kelly

there is liUle opportunity lo make: a difference? Clearly not.

[ 1988 J). Because obtaining a loaf of bread or a clean shirt is not

Certainly many of the opportunities arc al the federal level, in

possible in lhe neighborhood, and the neighborhood has not been

reconsidering the federal subsidy lo automobile travel (see,

built al a scale Lhat makes sense for mass transit service, residents

generally, Hanson 1992 and Downs 1992). The issues involved in

almosl have to use automobiles to handle basic errands. It is

rethinking federal lransporlalion policy arc somewhat beyond lhe

hardly surprising, then, Lhat the places where they conduct their

scope of this article, but il is important to note that ISTEA is a

business are oriented toward the automobile, often in mammoth

good step in the right direction.

strip centers along major arterials. Local governments have
reinforced those patterns wilh zonling that not only discourages

There are many things Lhat can be done al the local or metropolitan level, however. One technique that more communities are

such developments in neighborhoods bul lhat often mandates that

using to encourage development near existing infrastructure is an

Lhey lake place in strips along arterials, with setbacks and off-

"adequate public facilities" ordinance or regulation. Called Lhe

street parking almosl guaranleed lo make the shopping areas

"concurrency" requirement in Florida, such a rule requires that

hostile lo pedestrians or bicyclists.
Some contemporary urban designers have argued that it is Lime

adequate public facilities be available to serve a new development
concurrently with the construction of the project (Kelly I 993b,
1993a).
Cervcro ( 1991) has argued tha11 the nation needs a combination

lo rethink the patterns of neighborhood development. Callhorpe
( 1993) has urged the creation of "transit-oriented developments."
Although his developmenls are certainly transit oriented, Lheyare

of land use initiatives that include much denser development

far more than that: Lhey are pedestrian oriented, bicycle oriented

("densificalion"), mixed-use projects, a good jobs-housing
balance, and pedestrian-friendly silc planning in individual

and very human oriented. Callhorpe proposed (and he has
designed) projects Lhal recapture some of lhe character of pre-

projects as a planning basis for reducing total automobile travel.

zoning communities, wiilh commercial buildings fronting on

Although acknowledging the institutional and political obstacles
to accomplishing it, he, like others, urged strongly that land-use

sidewalks, residences albove the stores, and parks and village
greens integrated into neighborhood planning. He also proposed

planning should guide transportation planning. Newman and

integrating transit slops into lhe projecl design and adding

Kenworthy (I 989a) argued simply for reurbanization of cities at

pedestrian overpasses to provide access across major arterials.

much higher densities to discourage automobile use and, prcsum-

These ideas are not new, bul recognizing their value and their

abl y, encourage more ridership on light-rail systems.
Much of the work discussed here has dcall with macro-scale

relationship lo the transportation patterns of lhe cily is new.
Duany and Plater-Zyberk ( 1991) have marketed their concept

urban design issues-those issues that determine lhc general shape

of neo-tradilional town planning extensively and effectively. They

of urban areas and the location of economic activity within them.
Micro-scale urban design is also important to this discussion,

focus on many of Lhe same issues as Calthorpe, with a major
difference. One of the recurring Lhemes of their work is the
importance of a non-hierarchical, grid system of roads, in contrasl

however. Certainly one of lhc reasons that U.S. cities have become
automobile-dependent is that, through zoning, cities and suburbs
alike have created residential area:; that arc not only relatively

to the arterial-collcclor-Jlocal hierarchy used in many communities
today. 11icir view of the grid is that it avoids the creation of the
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kinds of arterial streets that hecome harriers to pedestrianism and

infrastructure in that direction will he directly counterproductive

thus keep all streets pedestrian-friendly. Although that may be true

to that effort, but building new infrastructure in other areas can

where the grid crnn he relatively isolated from through traffic (as it

reinforce the land preservation policy. When the issue is one like

appears to be at Seaside, their landmark project in Florida),

fragile slopes or wetlands, highway engineers and public planners

congestion on major streets leading to the heart of Chicago,

are likely to agree on the reasons to avoid such areas. In 01thcr

Denver, Miami, Los Angeles and other cities with old grids

cases, however, they may not. Agricultural land is often available

demonstrates clearly that even in a grid, some streets may carry

at reasonable cost, and it is highly buildable. Thus, it may provide

disproportionate shares of traflic. One of the arguments for a

an attractive routing for a major roadway. Railroads and highways

hierarchical street system is that it plans which streets will carry

have often followed rivers because the rivers provide a relatively

heavy traffic, rather than simply letting the traffic patterns evolve.

continuous area of land that is often open or used only for mar-

Like Calthorpe's,, Duany and Plater-Zyberk's work has empha-

ginal purposes. But by using this often inexpensive and available

sized communities that are pedestrian friendly and that resemble

right-of-way, highway engineers attract development to the

towns huilt when people walked many places more than they

floodplain-an action that contravenes both federal and local

resemble today's automobile suburbs.
There are two issues in all of this that are more difficult to

policies, as well as common sense. The desire to provide good
access to a new airport may also lead to providing good access to

recognize. One issue hidden in all of the published analyses of

land around the airport that the airport operator would like not to

general infrastructure costs is that coordination of the location of

sec developed.

development and all major public facilities is crucial. If the city

In short, major transportation facilities influence both the type

has a new fire station north of town, a major interceptor sewer I inc

of growth that takes place and the location of that growth. Even if

with excess capadty south of town and good access to a major

critics like Altshuler (1979) are correct and urban form will I

interstate highway leading west out of town, there is no cost-

remain decentralized no matter what is done with transportation

effective location for growth. If all of the new investment in puhlic

planning, coordinated transportation and land use planning can

facilities were concentrated in one direction, all of the entities

still help to focus that decentralized development in the most

involved in building and maintaining infrastructure and other

appropriate locations within a metropolitan area. Focusing capital

public facilities would gain. A policy encouraging coordination of

investments and development in the same areas can result iin

the location of infrastructure may suggest that it encourages

substantial fiscal benefits and land savings, as the Maryland study

preemptive strike:s and that all other infrastructure investments

showed. That policy approach can also locate puhlic and private

should follow the: locational lead of the first major one. Clearly, a

development on land most suitable for such development, keeping

coordinated and comprehensive plan is a better approach (see the

it away from lands that the community wishes to preserve.

next section).
The other issue is more subtle, and yet it is obvious to anyone

Even Owen, clearly an advocate of the highway system,
recognized that the highway system should not be the exclusive

who has worked with local planning. It simply makes more sense
to encourage development in some directions rather than others. A

means of urban transit. He expressly urged the adoption of pooled

community may want to preserve wetlands, farmland, fragile

method of increasing the availability of funding for urban trans-

slopes or mountain vistas in a particular direction. Building

portation and also as a method for encouraging drivers to think

funding systems and of tolls on congested urban roadways as a
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about car-pooling and other means of commuting (Owen

the other hand, as one of the referees of this article noted, such

[1956)1966, 216). A 1991 study at Northwestern University

congestion may cause commuters to avoid the area-and the

examined the market effects of various approaches to the reduc-

transit station-entirely.

tion of congestion (Koppelman ct al. 1991 ). A 1989 Brookings

Echoing Blucher's ( 1950) warning that the work of the traffic

Institution study (Small ct al. 1989) strongly recommended a new

engineer is "inevitably doomed to fail" (p 849), the 1989

system of highway financing, based on road wear and congestion

Brookings Institution study started in part from the premise that

charges. The Brookings Institution study suggested the use of tolls

congestion-management programs cannot succeed:

on congested roadways and the possibility of building future auto-

The problem is that none of these policies accounts for the
latent demand for peak-period highway travel. 111is latent demand

only roadways in urban areas, possibly financed from the tolls.
111e authors argued that congestion pricing could reduce peakhour congestion by as much as 25 percent in many cities. They
also argued that a rationally priced system would encourage

consists of all potential peak-period users whose trips are now
diverted or deterred by congestion itself. Any policy thall makes
some alternative to peak highway travel more attractive will

private enterprise to help meet highway needs. A recent Urban
Land Institute report (Eager 1993) cited two successful examples

founder on its own success, because any perceptible improvement

of congestion reduction: the Houston Mobility Project, a massive
construction project including both roadway and transit system

(Small et al. 1989, 85).
Downs ( 1992) called! this phenomenon the "triple-convergence

improvements; and an experiment in Curitiba, Brazil, in which
high density development was focused along radial axes, which

principle". He argued that persons "who formerly (I) used
alternate routes, (2) traveled at other times, or (3) used public

were also provided with express bus lanes.

transit" would fill any new gaps in capacity resulting from road-

Communities use a variety of regulations and fees in efforts to
mitigate traffic impacts, particularly in the immediate area of the
development. Adequate public facilities ordinances may actually

widcning or congestion--managcment (p. 145). Three decades
earlier, Blucher ( 1950) stated it more simply: "When the traffic
engineer docs succeed in improving the flow of traffic .. .invariably

preclude development in a particular location if system capacities
are inadequate lo handle the traffic from it (Kelly I 993a, l 993b;

other people see that traffic is moving faster and more freely and
decide there is room for more" (p. 849).

Freilich and White 1991 ). Other programs simply assess impact
fees, traffic mitigation costs or site-specific fees on a development

in congestion will itself attract new peak-period highway users

In arguing that better coordination of transportation and landusc planning is essential!, it is important to recognize that. there are

and then use the funds to improve the traffic facilities serving the

significant institutional barriers to accomplishing this kind of

site (Freilich and White 1991; Wachs 1990). None of these

coordination. State departments of highways and (now more

programs address the fundamental problem unless they are region-

commonly) departments of transportation, build region-shaping

wide and tied to incentives to develop in appropriate locations.

interstate highways, using a great deal of money and following

For example, Montgomery County, Maryland, permits traffic

federal guidelines. In metropolitan areas with fixed-rail trnnsit

congestion in the areas near transit stations for two reasons-first,
·it recognizes that such hubs of activity are naturally congested;

systems-the one type of mass transportation that clearly plays a

and, second, congestion on streets in the area may encourage more
people to ride the transit system (sec Kelly I993a, chapter 9). On

operated hy an independent authority of some sort. In New York

major role in shaping the region-those transit systems are usually
and Philadelphia, the authority that operates the toll bridges also
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operates part, but not all, of the fixed-rail transit system. Weiner

among the dozens to hundreds of cities, counties and special

( 1986) described the structure of urban transportation planning in

districts that dot their geographic regions. Owens' call for a

the United States in some detail. He also described the variety of

geographically comprehensive system is critical.

federal policies that affect such planning when federal funding is
involved, as it oft.en is.

Stover and Koepke ( 1988) proposed that land-use and transportation planning should be integrated in a four-stage planning

Further, the philosophical debate continuesovcr whether

process: very long-range planning for both land use and transpor-

transportation or land-use planning comes first. Transpo~tation

tation scenarios; a twenty-year plan for major changes in infra- ·

planners expect to rely on projections of future land-use
(Creighton 1970, esp Chapter 8), projections which may be

ments; and site design for specific improvements and develop-

structure and land use; a five- to ten-year plan for capital improve-

changed significantly by the construction of a particular project.

ments. Their model is philosophically consistent with that of

On the other hand, land-use planners need to know what the
transportation network will be like to make land-use plans.

simple coordination (Kelly I 993b ), but it appears to assume that
there is a single decision-maker dealing with long-range plans for

Things do not get better at the local level. Local streets and
separate local bus lines are managed by a plethora of local
governments, special districts, and authorities. The 1987 Census

highways, other infrastructure and land use. Clearly that is not the
case anywhere in the United States. Although most commentators
at least nominally favor coordinated planning, at least one docs

of Governments found more than 32,000 entities of local government in the nation's 115 metropolitan areas (Bureau of the Census
1988); this fact kd Porter (1991) to argue at a symposium on

not. Small (1985) acknowledged that "technological improvements in transportation have greatly influenced historical development of the present urban structure," but he maintained that future

coordinating transportation and land-use that the only hope for

influences will be smaller and thus transportation planning should

doing so is with effective regional governance. Clawson ( 1971)
made a similar argument two decades earlier, as have many others.

focus primarily on "the need to serve transport" (p. 222).
Clearly land-use and transportation planning are interdepen-

Even within a particular local government, there arc at least two

dent. It seems only logical to urge that they should thus be

separate planning functions. Planning for future land use is

interconnected. Stover and Kocpkc's (1988) single-dccision-

generally a function of the planning commission and planning
staff (So and Getzcls 1988), while planning for public improve-

makcr model is too simple, but it at least points in the righ1:
direction. Other works cited above also provide suggestions for

ments such as strieets and bridges is typically carried out by a
combination of ellected officials and staff from the finance and

tion-land-use link.

improving communities based on our knowledge of the transporta-

public works departments (Brevard 1985; So 1986; Bowyer
1993).
The simple coordination of the two systems of planning within

Is this knowledge accessible to those who need i1t?

local governments (Kelly 1993b) may be the most likely of any of

hoods arc made by tens of thousands of people in thousands of

these to he followed, because it is the easiest to accomplish. In a
freestanding city, like Albuquerque or Lincoln, simple coordina-

agencies around the country. Planning commissions, presumably
with the advice of their professional staffs, make decisions about
new developments that become new neighborhoods. 111ey
recommend new zoning ordinances to governing bodies. P11hlic

tion can accornpliish a lot. For the majority of U.S. metropolitan
areas, however, it will accomplish little without coordination

Decisions about the shapes of cities and the shapes of neighbor-
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works departments make decisions about the construction of new

and land-use as "very much a chicken and egg situation" (p. 197)

arterial and other roads, often witlhout the advice of either their

and noted that, "in the ideal case, transportation planning and

respective planning commissions or planning staffs. Slate trans-

land-use planning would go hand-in-hand" (p. 197). However,

portation departments make city-shaping decisions about new

Levy then described a demand-responsive transportation planning

urban highways and beltways, with some acknowledgment of the

system in which policy analysis is limited to the weighing of costs

ISTEA mandates, it is hoped, to recognize the land-use impacts of

and benefits and the consideration of citizen concerns. Nothing in

their decisions and to coordinate them with land-use plans. This

the book provides any guidance to a planner who might want to

section provides a brief look at some of the literature used as

develop transportation planning and land-use planning processes

reference and training material by those who make such decisions.

that in fact go "hand in hand."

The classic International City Management Association

What is missing from the literature is practical advice: to the

(ICMA) "planners' greenbook" (So & Getzels 1988) contains a

planner in the trenches, telling him or her how to make trnnsporta-

chapter on transportation planning, wrillen by Sandra

tion decisions and land-use decisions work together as mutually

Rosenbloom, well-known among planners interested in transporta-

supportive links in a system of real comprehensive planning.

tion. In it, she described the difficulties of predicting the land-use

Although Stover and Koepke ( 1988) outlined a theoretical model

impacts of transportation decisions and then traced the history of

with a great deal of app1~al, their underlying assumption of a single

metropolitan transportation planning. She noted the institutional

decisionmaker renders t.he model useless in practice; it remains a

isolation between land-use planners and transportation planners

useful construct for researchers and theoreticians in the field.

(Rosenbloom 1988, 147) and the separation of the regional

Although a recent Planners Advisory Service report has made a

transportation planning process from local planning efforts.

modest contribution to this literature (Kelly 1993b), much more is

Nothing in the chapter gives plan111ers any guidance on how to

needed. The next editio111 of the ICMA green book should acknowl-

coordinate land-use and transportation decisions, and much of it is

edge this relationship throughout the chapters on both la111d-use

discouraging because of her analysis of difficulties in predicting

and transportation planning. Teaching texts should sugge:st to

mutual impacts. Another greenbook chapter on "General Develop-

students that they can intervene in 1his cycle. Teaching a111d

ment Plans" (Hollander et al. 1988) acknowledged the existence

reference materials for transportation planners should remind

of transportation plans as a separate element of such broad

them that they are shaping cities as well as roadways. As long as

community plans, but did not include any real discussion of the

transportation planning and land-use planning remain separate

complex relationships and their implications for planning.

processes, rather than coordinated ones, or perhaps more: often

Two widely-used teaching texts for planners give short-shrift to

individual parts of a comprehensive whole, we will all remain

the subject. Branch's (1985) Comprehensive City Planning

"stuck in traffic" (see Downs 1992) far more often and for far

acknowledges that "the location olf transportation routes and

longer periods than we should be. Beller planning alone cannot fix

municipal utilities shapes the use of land in cities," (p. 46), but

the problem, but it can certainly make it better.

transportation issues are discussed on a total of 4 pages of some
230 in the book. Levy's (1994) Contemporary Urban Planning,
now in its third edition, has a chapter devoted to transportation
planning. In it, he defined the relationship between transportation

ConclusionPlanning is the Constraint and! the Opportunity
It is not difficult to recognize the problem as one of plarrning. A
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recent report from an organization representing large developers

Iowa's Department of Transportation has been reorganized

complained, "We: continue to suffer disjointed land use and

without the traditional highway division, so that everyone in the

transportation planning efforts" (Eager 1993, 32). l11e report went

department is presumably working on all types of transpo11ation.

on to call for "synchronization of land use and transportation

There are undoubtedly similar reorganization efforts taking place

policy decisions (p 37). As William H. Whyte (1958) urged more

around the country.

than thirty-five years ago, "l11erc can be coordination between the

Whether the new law and the new organizational structures arc

engineers, and if there is, the highway program will he a positive

largely symbolic or whether they really begin to change the way

force for good land use" (p. 127).

that transportation in the United States is planned remains to be

Wilfred Owen ([ 1956] 1966) set forth these criteria for

seen. However, if the present efforts fulfill the apparent congres-

implementing a more successful system:
An effective solution to the urban transportation problem, then,
should meet three tests. First, it should be functionally
comprehensive .... Second, it should be comprehensive
geographically.... Third, it should be comprehensive from a
planning standpoint by assuring that the transportation is used to
promote community goals, and that community plans make
satisfactory transportation possible.
This latter test is the most important (p. 224).
That is much easier said than done. Transportation planning

sional intent, some of the learning renccted in decades of theoreti-

itself is rarely comprehensive.

transportation system, possibly including the "compact city."

To cite a good example of integrated land use and transporta-

cal and empirical work may begin to affect metropolitan transportation systems and the nation may begin to achieve some of the
potential that Owen saw so optimistically. It is interesting llo note
in passing that similar discussions and analyses are taking place in
the United Kingdom, where Hart ( 1992) found a distinct slilift in
the mid- l 980s-a shift away from unbridled expansion of
automobile capacity toward a more diverse and "sustainable"
What the future of the city will be or what the city of tomorrow

tion planning, a 1975 study turned to Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

ought to be like are questions closely related to the provision of

(Schaeffer and Sc Jar 1975). That city combined policies of land

transportation. Transport innovation will to a large degree dictate

hanking, rcplatting, hierarchical streets and the immediate

what is possible, and the extent to which transport policy is

extension of transit service to new areas to create a compact and

directed to achieving urban goals will help determine wha1t is

"land-managed" city.

feasible (Owen [1956] 1966, 21).

Finally, in 1991, the Congress began to heed some of these

Or, as Charles Nelson argued in 1950, the answer to the

concerns. Under the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency

question of whether highways will "promote or retard a whole-

Act, Congress has mandated that there be more planning. The act,

some growth .... will, I am sure, depend on the extent to which

which replaced the traditional "highway bills," represented a

expressway planning is an integral part of comprehensive planning

paradigm shift in transportation planning (Morris 1992). It

for better organized and more livable cities" (p 123). Blucher

requires that transportation plans now include "the likely effect of

( 1950) urged, "We must have proper planning of cities so as to get

transportation policy decisions on land use and development and

a suitable relationship between home, work, school, recreation and

the consistency of transportation plans and programs with the

shopping" (p 856).

provisions of all applicable short- and long-term land use and
development plans" (Sect. l 34f). Partly in response to that act,

The real challenge is for planners to put this knowledge to work
in the field. The topic has been discussed in the literature for
decades. We understand the philosophy, the economic theories,
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the principles and the relationships. Certainly, as some of the
critics point out, the land-use-transportation relationship is a
complex and cyclical one. 11ms, simplistic changes may make the
problem worse rather than better. On the other hand, we can make
a difference. Few would argue wi1lh Downs' ( 1992) assertion that
too many of us spend loo much time stuck in traffic. Clearly,
building more highways will not solve that problem in a growing
metropolitan area. Pai;t of the solution must include a reduction of
the automobile dependence of cities. That can only happen with
truly comprehensive planning, that creates neighborhoods as well
as metropolitan areas suited to the use of multimodal transportation systems and that simultaneously creates attractive and
efficient multimodal transportation systems to serve the people
living there. Congress has essentially mandated that. ll is up to
planners and public officials to make it work. The change must
start in the textbooks, the handbooks and the classroom. 111e
greatest need for expanded literature in this field is in the literature
for the practicing planner and public official.

Note: This literature review was published in Journal of
Planning Literature, November 1994 (9:2, pp. 128-45).
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